
DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 2 January 2007

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 2 January 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Accept minutes from previous business meeting:
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200612/msg00027.html (12 Dec) 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200612/msg00028.html (correction on PTC position)

    Accepted with correction. [moved by Don, seconded by Rob Frankland, no objections]

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Review schedule for CD vote (initiate the 1.1 review process)
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200612/msg00031.html (Michael Priestley)

            Michael suggested formal TC vote to accept the spec next meeting.

            Don: If I get the lang spec out in a couple of days, can we have 
            the vote on the 16th?
            The latest production kit reduces the total page count to about 600 
            pages (based on alphabetical map).

            Michael: The chapter-based document will be smaller, since the 
            alphabetical one starts each element on a new page. I expect it will 
            be under 200 pages.

            Don: I'll contact Chris Wong to find out how to generate the change 
            bars, so the lang spec will include change bars.

            Don: It appears the TC wants to take a week by week decision on 
            when to vote on the spec.

            ACTION: Don to include revisit of this discussion on 16 Jan agenda.

    2.  ITEM: Ongoing review of 1.1 drafts

        * Architectural Spec: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200612/msg00033.html

            Don: Some list feedback on Michael's questions.

            Michael: Should we deprecate the grouped value syntax for conditional 
            property values in otherprops?  List discussion was in favor of deprecating.

            Paul clarifies that this means we'll pull the grouped value syntax out in 2.0, not 1.x.

            Michael moves to deprecate the grouped value syntax in otherprops in 
            favor of adding new attributes. JoAnn seconds. No objections.



            DECISION: Deprecate the grouped value syntax in otherprops with 
            documentation to recommend adding attributes.

            Discussion on whether implementations must support deprecated elements.
            Consensus that they do not have to support deprecated elements.

        * Remaining questions: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200612/msg00034.html

            Michael proposes to remove the following sentence:
            "The rule may be relaxed in future versions of DITA if a mechanism is 
            added for tracking dependencies between structural and domain specializations 
            in use by a document type."
            DECISION: To be removed. No objections.

            Michael proposes to remove the reference to architectural forms from 
            the class attribute discussion.
            Some TC members pointed out the comparison may not be useful as an 
            explanation of the class attribute. Proposal to rewrite to stand on 
            its own to describe the class attribute. 
            Michael: This is only a wording change. If no objections, I'll make the change.
            Paul: You can't just remove the sentence making the comparison and 
            leave the rest. The following sentence needs to be recast.
            Michael: Yes, that works.
            DECISION: Remove the following text:
            "It's something like an  architectural forms attribute, except that 
            it contains multiple mappings  in a single attribute, instead of 
            one mapping per attribute."
            and recast the following sentence:
            "Also, DITA  scopes values by module type (for example topic
             type, domain type, or map type) instead of document type..."

            Michael: Should we add catalogs and public identifiers to the arch spec?
            Paul: Catalogs are part of the tool, but not part of the spec. Public 
            IDs should be in the spec, but catalogs don't need to be part of the spec.
            DECISION: Include the public IDs; do not include the catalog.
            No objections.

        * Language Spec: updating from Fix List: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Fix_list_for_1.1_Language_Spec_draft

        * DTD: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200611/msg00044.html

        * XSD: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200612/msg00029.html

            Don: Has anyone used the 1.1 DTDs yet?
            Gershon: we are integrating DITA 1.1 DTDs into a CMS at this time, 
            and expect to have a fully working product implementation in about 2 weeks.
            Paul: We have included the 1.1 DTDs and XSDs in Arbortext 5.3 that was 
            released on 29 December 2006.
            Chris: We have used them at a client.

            Don: Should we keep a public list of who is testing and using the 1.1 DTDs?

            ACTION: Don to set up a Wiki page for list of implementers. TC members 



            to add details of their projects to the page.

    3.  ITEM: What is a topic? (need to stage the discussion against roadmap)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200612/msg00038.html (Kimber)

            Don: Good discussion on the list. Is anything still open with respect 
            to the 1.1 schedule?
            
            JoAnn: I reread the arch spec on topic and don't think anything there 
            needs updating. The spec does not reflect some of the issues Eliot 
            brings up. It's mainly an issue of legacy definition, not really an 
            issue of what a topic is.

            Eliot: I agree, but feel we need a crisper definition of what a topic 
            is and an example of when a topic should have just a title.
            The arch spec must be consistent with the lang spec, which is not the 
            current case.

            Michael: Glossary for example is a topic without a body.
            Edge cases, such as legacy docs, ultra-small topics, and leaf nodes
            could be directly addressed in the arch spec...

            Don: The edge cases may be better addressed via Best Practice on 
            migration of legacy content.

            Michael: It's not only migration, it's fitting content that does not 
            easily fit into DITA which is not necessarily migration.

            JoAnn: Michael, could you add a single paragraph to the arch spec rather 
            than a whole new topic?

            Michael: I'll try to draft up something and send to the list.

            Eliot: There is no formal definition of topic, and I feel there should be.

            Michael: We need a technical definition of what a topic is, since it 
            supports more than a pure topic.

            ACTION: Michael to post text to list for comment.

            --

            Don: Gershon, can you get the front cover overrides done in this timeframe?

            Gershon: Yes, I'll put a developer on it.

            Discussion: Will base overrides on DITA-OT 1.3.1.

    4.  ITEM: Translation best practices
        * No new status--meetings will resume Jan 8

        Chris: We published our hazard statement domain on 12 December. We are 
        currently working on a specialization of task for troubleshooting, ETA 
        Easter time.



4.  Announcements/Opens

    JoAnn: I submitted a panel discussion for business case for DITA at the OASIS 
    symposium. Anyone who would like to participate should contact JoAnn.

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 9 January 2007

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 9 January 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 30 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00020.html (2 Jan 2007) 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00035.html (proposed replacement)
    Accepted updated minutes with additional amendment read by Gershon during 
    the meeting. (moved: Don; seconded: Paul)

3.  Business: 

    ITEM: Review schedule for CD vote (initiate the 1.1 review process) 

        Action to revisit 

            Don: We're not ready to approve either spec today. Review ongoing...

    ITEM: Ongoing review of 1.1 drafts 

        Architectural Spec: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/21745/ditaspec.pdf

            Michael: Most updates are those we discussed last meeting. Also 
            updated chunking mechanism. 

        Language Spec: updating from Fix List:  http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Fix_list_for_1.1_Language_Spec_draft 

            Robert made many fixes. There are a few open items that Don and Robert will 
            continue working on this week.
            Don: We need to integrate Jeff's comments into the list of fixes.

        Discuss remaining "shrinkage" options--Robert 

            Robert: We've done a lot to reduce the page count. One area we have 
            not addressed yet is the data element, which is specialized about 25 
            times. I'm working on having the data attributes listed only once
            and reference that list from the specialized elements.
            Don: Let's go ahead and make that change (since there are no 
            objections to doing so)

        DTD:  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200611/msg00044.html 

        XSD:  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200612/msg00029.html 

    ITEM: What is a topic? (need to stage the discussion against roadmap) 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00011.html (MP rewrite) 



        COMPLETED.

    ITEM: DTD error (longdescref/longdescre) 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00024.html and following 

        Paul sent options to list. Responses on list prefer option 3.
        Robert: add comments in DTD that explain it's bad and add the fixed one,
        and leave the XSDs as-is (since the bug was never in the XSDs). Should 
        we add a mention in the spec?
        Paul: No rather don't mention it in the lang spec, only as a comment in 
        the DTD.
        Robert: I'll put out an updated version of the DTDs this week with this 
        fix.
        Don: Can we list this fix in our bug-fix document (for internal tracking
        of this item)?
        Paul: Yes, I'm OK with this.

    ITEM: SC updates

        Translation committee:
            Don: We got through the agenda. Most action items are still on hold.
            Consensus that any input to TC should wait until after the CD is out.

4.  Announcements/Opens 

5.  Deferred until actions completed 

    Outcome of Kravogel telecon on Nested Sections 

-- Meeting adjourned at 08:30 --



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 16 January 2007

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 16 January 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 35 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00042.html (9 Jan 2007)
    Accepted (Don moved, JoAnn seconded, no objections)

3.  Business: 

    3.1 ITEM: Ongoing review of 1.1 drafts
        
        - Architectural Spec: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00039.html (new)

            Michael: I've received some editorial changes.
            
            TC to review spec draft this week and vote for CD submission next week.

        - Language Spec: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00048.html (new)

            TC to review draft spec this week. Based on the amount of changes 
            that come in, we'll assess whether to make the CD vote next week.

        - Fix List: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Fix_list_for_1.1_Language_Spec_draft

        - DTD: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00049.html (new)

        - XSD: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200612/msg00029.html 

    3.2 ITEM: Review schedule for CD vote (initiate the 1.1 review process)

        CONTINUED.

    3.3 Navtitle and locktitle
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00056.html (and preceding)

        Consensus it's not a big enough issue to hold up 1.1, and to put this 
        item on the list for inclusion in the next CD.

        Continue discussion on email list and try to resolve over email.

    3.4 ITEM: SC updates

        Translation SC:

            JoAnn: 
            - Last year SC approved draft of Translation Memory best practice document



            - Yesterday SC approved draft of Indexing best practice document
            - Work is in process on conref and multilingual documents best practices
            - We'll be asking the TC to vote on the approved documents as soon 
              as the 1.1 spec is moving forward.

        Learning SC:
            JoAnn:
            - We've had about 4 months of good meetings outlining scope of work.
            - Small groups will take responsibility on particular deliverables
            - Right now we're trying to get he working plans in place.

        Machine SC:
            Chris:
            - This week's meeting was cancelled, so no updates.

        Don: I may move this update to monthly instead of weekly.

4.  Announcements/Opens 

    JoAnn: Our panel was approved for the OASIS symposium, with agreement from 
    several OASIS TCs and SCs to participate. TC members who will be in San Diego 
    please notify JoAnn.

5.  Deferred until actions completed 

    Outcome of Kravogel telecon on Nested Sections 

-- Meeting adjourned at 08:35 --



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 23 January 2007

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 23 January 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00058.html (16 Jan 2007)
    Accepted (Don moved, Gershon seconded, no objections)

3.  Business: 

    3.1 ITEM: Ongoing review of 1.1 drafts

        * Architectural Spec: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00039.html

            No general comments beyond what was sent to list.

        * Language Spec: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00048.html 

            Don suggested generating an alphabetical list of elements.
            Robert is working on it.

            Don: Deborah Pickett found that figgroup content model is limiting.
            How do we want to respond?

            The TC discussed and this issue will be added to the 1.2 list, since we're
            so far ahead on 1.1 already.

            ACTION: Michael to respond to Deborah explaining the TC decision.

        * Fix List: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Fix_list_for_1.1_Language_Spec_draft
        * DTD: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00049.html 
        * XSD: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00070.html (new)

    2.  Paul Grosso's discussion issues:
        * Arch Spec comments http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00079.html

        * chunking

            Paul: One of our big concerns is default listed as trying to match 
            input file structure with output file structure. While the toolkit 
            does it this way, it's a bad idea because the author needs to know 
            about the chunking. Chunking should rather be based on various 
            kinds of context and parameters where implementation knows how to 
            do it the right way for each output. We don't want to see the 
            default doing that, the default should rather do the "right thing" 
            which is the best thing for the user.



            Michael: Depends on writer background. For me, it was natural to 
            think of it as the same chunking, since I'm used to writing HTML. 
            I understand where you're coming from and I've worked with systems 
            that make the chunking for me, though such systems never did the 
            chunking I expected.

            Paul: Most committee members are not your average user. Most users 
            want to pull stuff out of a CMS and have the system chunk it.

            Paul: I'm just saying I don't think the current behavior should be 
            the default. It can be one of the possible behaviors though.

            Michael: We could put an attribute on the map that determines 
            chunking behavior. We don't want to force toolkit users to have to 
            now add @chunk="file" to get the current toolkit behavior, since
            that would be backwards incompatible. I'd like to say both 
            approaches are valid, use a base setting on the map.

            Paul: As long as the default is implementation specific.

            Michael: I'd like to say the default is implementation specific and 
            process specific, and the default can also be set on the map. I 
            don't want users to have to manually add the chunk attribute.

            Discussion on whether we should address the chunk attribute in 1.1 
            or push it off...
            
            Michael: Let's give one more week on the chunk attribute on the list 
            and dedicated conf calls.

            Don: Reissue the spec after we get input from the @chunk task force.

            Michael offered to take the task force and will arrange a meeting this week.

        * ditaval

            Paul: I think the TC already discussed ditaval. Even though Jeff has concerns,
            the TC process made a decision and can ignore the ditaval comments.

            DECISION: Michael moved to add an acknowledgement to Jeff Ogden and Robert Anderson
            for their efforts and contribution to the 1.1 spec. JoAnn seconded. No objections. 

    3.  Eliot Kimber's discussion items:

        * attribute specialization:
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00075.html and following

            Eliot: it's not clear on how to specialize from base.

            Michael: It is documented. Need to create one attribute per domain. 
            The syntax is documented.

            Eliot: I'll look at it again.



            Discussion on specializing and generalizing attributes...

        * topic nesting and ditabase: 
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00084.html
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00085.html

            Eliot: In some contexts the spec says you can't nest, while in 
            other contexts the spec says one can nest. Why do we need two 
            different rules for topic nesting?

            Michael: To support the need for hybrid documents. Ditabase handles that.
            Pure info type documents should not allow other info types -- that's 
            why they don't. The spec is illustrating that there are two approaches.

            Eliot: The normative spec should not ship with both approaches.

            Don requested to move this discussion to the list.

--out of time--

        * glossaries and glossary linking: 
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00083.html
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00086.html

    4.  ITEM: Review schedule for CD vote (initiate the 1.1 review process)
        * action to revisit

    5.  ITEM: SC updates

4.  Announcements/Opens 

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 30 January 2007

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 30 January 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 30 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00142.html (23 Jan 2007)
    Accepted (Don moved, Yas seconded, no objections)

3.  Business: 

    3.1 ITEM: Ongoing review of 1.1 drafts

        * Architectural Spec: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00039.html

        No general comments on the spec.

        * Language Spec: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00048.html

        Robert: A number of updates are included in the next draft, which I hope to 
        send out today or tomorrow. The fix list has been updated with the changes.

        * Fix List: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Fix_list_for_1.1_Language_Spec_draft
        * DTD: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00049.html
        * XSD: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00070.html

    3.2 Issue summary for Architectural Spec from Eliot's notes: 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00149.html 

        * Class attribute syntax 

        * Limits of specialization > Map from customized document type to DITA 

        * Limits of specialization > Customized subset document types for authoring 

        No TC comments on Michael's email response to Eliot's comments. We will get
        Eliot's agreement on the list and then incorporate these changes into 
        the spec.

    3.3 Discussion of conref href= value syntax 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00145.html 

        No TC comments on this issue. Resolve this item on the list.

    3.4 Chunk attribute proposal--redux 
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00153.html 
        MP mentioned he has Deborah Pickett's approval on this proposed revision 



        TC discussed. Feel the email proposal is missing the detail we need to 
        vote on the proposal.

        ACTION: Michael to complete this description with additional examples as a complete
        specification for discussion on list and vote next meeting.

    3.5 ITEM: Review schedule for CD vote (initiate the 1.1 review process)
        * action to revisit

        CONTINUED.

    3.6 ITEM: SC updates

        Don: No substantial SC progress this past week.

4.  Announcements/Opens 

    Don asked Gershon to update the TC on the status of the OASIS covers

    Gershon: we're basically done. We used some topics with outputclass to get the 
    stylesheets to produce the front matter information. The only bug we have
    is we get a border on the cover page that is not supposed to be there.

    Don asked Robert to send the next lang spec sources to Gershon to run through 
    the kit. Also asked Gershon to run the Translation SC BP docs through them.

    Gershon: I need to mark up the approved BP docs in DITA XML and then we'll 
    run them through the kit.

-- Meeting adjourned at 08:30 --
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Subject: Minutes for 2007 Feb 6th

From: Michael Priestley <mpriestl@ca.ibm.com>
To: dita@lists.oasis-open.org
Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2007 22:09:27 -0500

First, TC sends condolences to Gershon Joseph and his family. 

1: status of specification draft 
- Michael Priestley: architectural spec - still some Jeff Ogden comments to incorporate, as well as chunk att description, ditaval
description to move to language spec 
        - expect final draft later today 
- Robert Anderson: language spec - table of attributes, ditaval description to incorporate, examples to add as time permits 
- expect CD vote next week 
------- 

2. Eliot Kimber issue summary: 
- Michael Priestley has made changes - using editorial privilege, no word from Eliot 

3. conref href value issue: 
- Michael Priestley has made changes - open issue is whether fragment identifier is valid according to URI spec - default is to leave
description as-is, absent input 

4. chunk attribute proposal: 
 - Jeff Ogden providing later today, then being pulled into spec by MP 

5. change to schema design: 
 - Eric Sirois: 
        bind class attribute to element rather than having separate type 
        change will not break existing specializations 
        requires change to write up in arch spec for schema creation - ES todo 
Don Day moves to accept change/refactoring of schemas to move class att 
MP second 
no objections 
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recommended tests: validate specialization against new base, build output using new schemas, view attribute in editor 
michael gannon: make sure we do major testing - this is a comprehensive change and late in the schedule 

also: list of defined schema values/identifiers 
        equivalent to public identifiers for DTDs 
        requires incorporating into arch spec - ES to send updated topic to MP 

6. review CD schedule - aim for CD vote next week 

----- 
machine industries SC report: chris kravogel 
        domain proposal almost ready 
        next, working on structural specialization proposals - march for two small ones, early summer for maintenance task 
        will be aimed at 1.2, aim for inclusion in dita-ot as demos first 

Michael Priestley
IBM DITA Architect and Classification Schema PDT Lead
mpriestl@ca.ibm.com
http://dita.xml.org/blog/25
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 13 February 2007

(Recorded by Alan Houser <arh@groupwellesley.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 13 January 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00014.html (6 
Feb 2007)
    Accepted.

Business Items

Note: Item numbering reflects order of agenda
(http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00021.html). Items
are presented in chronological order of discussion.

1. ITEM: Ongoing review of 1.1 drafts
   * Architectural Spec: [WWW] 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00015.html (update)
   * Language Spec: [WWW] 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00019.html (update)
     o      Table of Attributes: [WWW] 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00160.html
     o    Fix List: [WWW] 
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Fix_list_for_1.1_Language_Spec_draft
   * DTD: [WWW] 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200701/msg00049.html
   * XSD: [WWW] 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00009.html 
(update--refactored)

Discussion: Status of documents and refactored Schema.

Michael Priestley on Architectural Spec -- Reflects all comments to-date
except Elliot Kimber's comments regarding <title> within <map>
(discussed below). One correction re: an RFC version number. Ready for
vote.

Robert Anderson on Language Spec -- Reflects all comments to-date,
except <title> within <map>, and a suggestion from JoAnn Hackos
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regarding xml:lang. Ready for vote.
 
Discussion: Should table of attributes (alphabetical list of attributes
and the elements upon which each is used) be included in the Lang Spec?
TC Concensus -- No. While potentially useful to implementers, this can
be provided separately, and will not be part of the canonical
specification.

2. ITEM: Chunk attribute proposal--redux
   * [WWW] 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00011.html (MP)
   * [WWW] 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00016.html (Eliot)

TC consensus -- this is an editorial change to be incorporated into the
Arch Spec and Lang Spec.

5. NEW ITEM: implication of <title> w/in map
   * [WWW] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00018.html

Robert Anderson -- This requires an editorial update to the Lang Spec to
indicate what <title> means inside a map. Two topic updates -- <title>
and <map>. The <map> topic already mentions Eclipse-specific behavior.

3. NEW ITEM: bookmap implementation (Baril and others)
   * [WWW] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00007.html

Issue -- Proposal from France Baril to support identifying chapters
within bookmaps via a container element, in addition to the existing
semantics of the <chapter> element.

Discussion:

Erik Hennum -- Expressing semantics in container elements tends to yield
verbose markup. Lots of containers around small amounts of content.
Michael Priestley -- An analogy - <steps> contains <step>, not <listitem>.
Even though the semantics of <listitem> can be inferred from the parent,
<listitem> does not provide the specialized content model that <step>
provides.

Existing work-around -- Define each chapter as a separate map. Include
within bookmap with @format="ditamap".

TC Concensus -- Removed from consideration for 1.1. Defer discussion to 1.2.

4. NEW ITEM: Stan Doherty comments disposition (MP and others)
   * [WWW] http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00013.html

TC concensus -- These are editorial changes. Disposition as documented
by Michael Priestley to the list.

6. ITEM: Review schedule for CD vote (initiate the 1.1 review process)

New item -- Dana Spradley discovered an apparent bug in the Schema.
(http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00025.html) Bug fix
added to list of provisional changes to 1.1 Spec.

Michael Priestley moves to approve set (Architectural Specification,
Language Specification, DTD, Schema) as DITA 1.1 committee draft, contingent
on editorial changes and Schema bug fixes. JoAnn Hackos seconds. TC
confirms!

JoAnn Hackos -- Thanks to Michael and Robert (primary editors) and all
other contributors to this effort.

Don Day -- Will render DITA 1.1. committee draft using new Idiom
processing chain.
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 20 February 2007

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 20 February 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 40 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00026.html (13 Feb 2007)
    Accepted (Don moved, Scott seconded, no objections)

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Committee Draft formatting for 1.1 materials
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00038.html (McRae)

        Gershon to ensure the PDF output includes the correct formatting of headings
        and other elements of the PDF.

        Robert to change code to support OASIS CSS (we need to change the class
        attributes in the HTML code we generate). Gershon to send Robert the 
        front matter topic and modified map.

        Goal is for Robert and Gershon to have readiness meeting on Thursday
        afternoon/evening Israel time.

    2.  ITEM: DITA TC IPR Transition Ballot (Mary McRae)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00048.html
        * Be sure to communicate with your primary rep who is responsible for 
          this vote

        Don asked voting members to ensure their voting representative votes
        for the new IP policy.

    3.  ITEM: DITA 1.2 Requirements list--need a maintainer

        Gershon volunteered.

        * base new doc on ["Roadmap for DITA development"]

        * need to review these also:

            * List of ["Accepted "Off the List" items"] for vote

            * DITA 1.1 AcceptedAndCandidate items (add newly accepted items to 
              this list)

        * need to add recent contributions:

            * Kimber



                * DTD declarations 
                  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00040.html

                  Don: We can address this before finalizing the spec we submit 
                  for spec vote.

                * local role for link 
                  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00041.html

            * Hennum

                * element aliasing and namespaces 
                  http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00049.html

                  Eric: Proposal addresses issues that may arise from supporting
                  namespaces with DITA (due to the class attribute processing) 
                  and proposals a solution to address this that also allows element
                  names to be aliased.
 
    4.  ITEM: upcoming agenda items that had been deferred:

        * Creation and ongoing updating and discussion on DITA 1.2 items

        * Translation SC documents for approval
          
          Gershon needs to mark the best practice documents up in DITA XML
          and publish them for review when the OASIS draft spec look and feel 
          customization is complete.

        * other?

          Gershon to work with Chris on his document as the first SC document
          after the Translation SC documents are published.

          Gershon plans to submit a documented installable package to OASIS 
          for use by any OASIS TC for marking up and publishing committee specs.

    5.  ITEM: SC updates

-- Meeting adjourned at 08:40 --



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 27 February 2007

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 27 February 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00056.html (20 Feb 2007)
    Accepted (Don moved, JoAnn seconded, no objections)

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Committee Draft formatting and schedule for 1.1 materials
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00038.html (McRae)

        * Repeatable build setup:
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00055.html (Anderson)

        DISCUSSION on the work Robert and Gershon are doing to create a set of
        overrides for generating OASIS specs marked up in DITA.
        Mary offered to upload our package to the OASIS templates area.
        
        * Need for an overview of the specification structure (McRae request)

        Don confirmed with Mary that the overview would be posted with the 
        DITA 1.1 announcement. The overview is not part of the normative spec,
        but very nice to have.
        The overview should be uploaded as a document in the TC documents area.

        Don asked if anyone is interested in writing the overview document.
        Mary: It does not need all the formalisms of the OASIS specs, just the logo and 
        cover page with title.
        Robert offered to work on it, invoking help from others as needed. Michael
        offered to help.

        Current status:
        Robert is working on CSS.
        Gershon is still working on updating the customizations to align them with the 
        latest OASIS requirements.
        DISCUSSION on whether to use PDF Web capture of XHTML version of spec or
        use Gershon's output.
        ACTION: Gershon to submit current PDFs to Mary for approval or rejection.
        Mary will review formatting and correct the footers if the rest is acceptable.

    2.  ITEM: DITA TC IPR Transition Ballot (Mary McRae)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200702/msg00048.html
        * Reminder for those who have not voted yet--closes March 5

        We have the required votes in. Provided no "no" vote comes in, we're OK



        for accepting the new IPR.

    3.  ITEM: review recent updates for DITA 1.2 requirements list

        Ongoing action for Gershon to update the list.

        Don asked if anyone has any thoughts on themes for 1.2.

        DISCUSSION: We should probably wait to complete the list first and then 
        work out themes.

        ACTION: Gershon to include a column on priority for each requirement, with the 
        following priorities:
        A - must have
        B - nice to have
        C - can wait till future release
        D - simple/quick fix

    4.  ITEM: SC updates

        * Learning SC design plan now posted 
          * View Document Details: 
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita-learningspec/document.php?document_id=22594 

          * Download Document: 
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita-
learningspec/download.php/22594/dita_learning_design_plan_html.zip 

        John invited everyone to take a look at the SC's plans. There is a phased 
        plan with time-frames for the sub-projects.

        Michael updated the TC on the outcome of the conf call arranged by the 
        machine industry SC.
        Many of the requests are items already in the requirements for 1.2. One 
        new requirement is the ability to nest a table inside a fig. Their other 
        issues should be addressable in the 1.2/1.3 spec timeframe.

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 3 March 2007

From: Gershon L Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>
To: dita@lists.oasis-open.org
Date: Tue, 13 Mar 2007 16:51:03 +0200

Apologies for sending these out late. I thought I sent them out last 
week, but I now see I didn't.
-- 

Gershon L Joseph
Director of Technology and Single Sourcing
Tech-Tav Documentation Ltd.

Secretary, OASIS DITA Technical Committee
Secretary, OASIS DITA Translation Subcommittee
Member, OASIS DocBook Technical Committee

office: +972-8-974-1569
mobile: +972-57-314-1170
web:    http://www.tech-tav.com

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 3 March 2007

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 3 March 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200703/msg00000.html (27 Feb 2007)
    Accepted (Don moved, Jen seconded, no objections)

3.  Announcements:

    1.  ITEM: DITA 1.1 Public Review in progress!
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200703/msg00009.html

        Don thanked Robert and Gershon for their efforts in getting the review out.

    2.  ITEM: DITA TC IPR Transition Ballot approved!
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200703/msg00012.html

    3.  ITEM DITA TC Call for Disclosure -- due diligence
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200703/msg00010.html

4.  Business:
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    1.  ITEM: DITA 1.2 Specification Requirements status:
        http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Specification_1%2e2_Requirements

        Gershon walked everyone through the layout.
        Gershon suggested adding a status column; Michael and Don agree.

        Chris suggested adding a names column for the main contact person.
        Michael suggested rather adding the name to the email link.
        No objections, so Gershon will add the name of each owner of the requirement
        in parentheses after the email link.

        Don suggested adding each proposal as a sub-page of the wiki.

        Michael suggested adding to the proposal a section on where in the spec updates should
        be made.

        Yas: If we use the document repository, we'll save the versions and be sure we're
        always accessing the most recent snapshot.

        The TC agreed that we should keep the proposals in the repository, and whoever
        uploads a proposal to the OASIS documents repository must update the link 
        in the wiki 1.2 req page to point to the latest version of the proposal.

        Chris: We could use the document's URL on the OASIS site (via the Manage link). This
        means the document owner must ensure the filename is not changed. Links from the req
        page to the proposal must point to the document's overview page, not to the actual 
        document.

        ACTION: Don to get latest version of the DITA proposal template and 
        upload it to the repository; Gershon to add a link from the req doc to the proposal 
template.

        ACTION: Gershon to complete constructing the req summary page.

    2.  ITEM: DITA 1.2 Prioritization Process

        Don proposed having someone be the release manager who keeps track of who is doing
        what and to ensure they provide their deliverables in a timely manner.

        Responsibilities:
        * Help manage the ongoing review
        * Help manage tracking for the items we've approved for 1.2 to ensure 
          nothing gets left off
        * Manage people so we understand who's working on something and to ensure 
          it's completed on time

        Jen volunteered helping with this.
        Alan Houser volunteered.

        Michael suggested Jen and Alan discuss off-line how they can provide this role.

    3.  ITEM: SC updates:

        DITA Machine Industry Subcommittee

        Chris presented the work of the SC. 9 members. Currently working on 4 proposals.

        * MI01 Hazard Statement Domain,
          * Status: SCDraft released
          * Proposal: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita-machine-
industry/document.php?document_id=22148
          * DTD: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita-machine-industry/document.php?
document_id=22515

          MI01 is a domain specialization adding the statements required by ANSI. MInor change
          to note element @type to add additinal required values.

        * MI02 Note in Step, Proposal by Gerald Goeth about adding note as first element in step.
          * Status: proposal in preparation, SCDraft release expected by April 2007

          Chris: This is a modification of <step> and <substep> to add the note 
          element to insert hazard statements before the step's command.
          We expect a draft of this proposal in April/May.

        * MI03 MItask, Task type tailored to the needs in the machine industry.
          * Status: draft in discussion within the SC, SCDraft release expected for Summer 2007
            http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita-machine-industry/document.php?
document_id=21926

          Chris: This is a new maintenance task that is better alignd with the machince industry.
          This is the largest amount of work we're doing. We also want to align it with the S1000D 
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task.
          This proposal should be ready by summer.

        * MI04 Base topic without domains.
          * Status: proposal in discussion within the SC, SCDraft release expected by April 2007
            http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita-machine-industry/document.php?
document_id=22747
          
          Chris: this proposal is to remove the software domains and other elements not expcted
          in the MI. The idea is to have a base topic without domains and allow users to add 
domains
          easily via specialization. SC is still considering options for short-term workarounds and 
suggestions
          for future DITA releases.

        Paul raised a concern that we need to ensure we don't grow DITA to become too-compicated
        for users to use. We need to be careful how we control which features we allow into DITA 
1.2.

        Discussion about various ways we can grow DITA without increasing the complexity
        for individual users...

5.  Announcements/Opens 

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --
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Subject: DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 20 March 2007

From: Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
To: "DITA TC list " <dita@lists.oasis-open.org>
Date: Mon, 26 Mar 2007 12:55:56 -0500

First things first: NEW TELECONFERENCE NUMBER:

Toll-free dial-in: 1-877-421-0033
Toll/International dial-in: 1-770-615-1250
Tie-line dial-in: 421-0033
Participant Passcode: 610708

I will publish country-specific access numbers separately, but this will
get you in for now.

------------------------------------------------

MEETING MINUTES -- 20 March 2007 -- DITA TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
(Minutes taken by JoAnn Hackos (joann.hackos@comtech-serv.com)

Date:  Tuesday, 20 March 2007
Time:  08:00am - 09:00am PT

DITA Technical Committee Web site:
    - Public:
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=dita
    - Members only: http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/
    - Wiki:         http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/

- Roll call -> We have quorum

- Review/approve minutes from previous meeting:
    - http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200703/msg00037.html (13
March 2007)
    - Don moves to accept the minutes as read, JoAnn Hackos seconds, no
objections,
        minutes approved.

- Review and vote to close the 1.2 list of potential requirements:
    - (http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200703/msg00017.html

  - Discussion of context-sensitive help
    - Robert -- new items added by members during the past week are not yet
included
      in the list.
    - Don and Michael -- discussion of Tony Self's proposal for
context-sensitive help.
    - Robert notes that IBM had released a specialization for
context-sensitive help in
      Source Forge. However this is specifically for Eclipse and will not
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apply to
      other help systems.
    - Michael improved support for context-sensitive help should be work on

  - Discussion of the scope of the 1.2 specification
    - Paul G -- What should the scope of the 1.2 effort be? need to define
the roadmap
    - Michael is for everyone to list top 5 choices to produce a shorter
list. Items that
      don't make anyone's lists will be lowest priority or off the list.
    - Don -- The hope is to complete the 1.2 specification in one year.
    - Michael -- should include a bug fix release and major functions that
have been
      waiting a long time for implementation. Definitely do the simple
stuff.
    - Paul G -- we are always trying to keep things simple and small. Will
always take
      longer than we'd like.

  - Discssuion of various proposals
    - Eliot K -- add to the keyref proposal/indirection from HYTIME spec
    - Paul G -- reviewed all Paul's submissions and are all in place on the
1.2 list
    - Don -- entry in place for the context-sensitive help proposal
    - Erik H -- specification on topic refs in maps, 12047. Similar to
topic groups and topic head
      in map. No affect on the bookmap architecture.
    - Yas -- version numbers are part of 12001
    - Amber -- clarify printonly, which has been done in 1.1
    - Eliot -- why the glossary addition. 12005 not needed, already
clarified.
      Machine industry proposals would be better as specializations. Should
create a
      policy for the TC about what is a specialization and what should be
in the
      base architecture.
    - Chris K -- how will we package DITA in the future? Certain of the
machine industry
      proposals should become part of the base architecture.

  - DECISION: Chris K proposes that the list be frozen in 2 weeks. Decides
to ask for a place
      holder for additional proposals from the machine industry SC.
    - Robert suggests to freeze now. Agreement that the list is now
complete.
    - Eliot moved and Robert seconded to freeze the list now. Accepted with
no objections.

  - Note: Any additions after this point will be consider on a case-by-case
basis.

- Announcement -- schedule an 11 am Eastern time meeting of the TC members
attending the Content
      Management Strategies conference in Boston next week. JoAnn will make
arrangements.

--> Meeting adjourned.

-----------------------------------------------------

Regards,
--
Don Day
Chair, OASIS DITA Technical Committee
IBM Lead DITA Architect
Email: dond@us.ibm.com
11501 Burnet Rd. MS9033E015, Austin TX 78758
Phone: +1 512-838-8550
T/L: 678-8550

"Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge?
 Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?"
   --T.S. Eliot
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 27 March 2007

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 27 March 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 25 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200703/msg00085.html (20 March 2007)

    Accepted. [Don moved, Jim seconded]

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Comment handling for 1.1 review
        * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_1.1_Public_Review_Comments

        Don presented the review Wiki page to the TC.

    2.  ITEM: Ranking for 1.2 list
        * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Specification_1.2_Requirements

        ACTION: Don will send out a note after TC meeting reminding TC members 
        to submit their rankings, as we'll discuss the rankings next meeting.

        Robert has been updating the Priority entry in the table based on the 
        emails sent to the list.

        Don: Anyone willing to help Robert handle the updates? Alan Houser 
        volunteered.

        Don: Next meeting we'll use this table as a basis for prioritizing and 
        choosing what's in 1.2.

    3.  ITEM: Subcommittee updates?

        None.

5.  Announcements/Opens 

-- Meeting adjourned at 08:25 --
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 3 April 2007

(Recorded by Alan Houser <arh@groupwellesley.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 3 April 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
    * http://www.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200703/msg00000.html (27 March 2007)

    Accepted.

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Ranking for 1.2 list
        * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Specification_1.2_Requirements

 First pass of prioritization for DITA 1.2.

 Process: TC reviewed summary of TC member votes on wiki page. Items with
 multiple "A" votes (must have/critical) are declared to be in 1.2. Items
 with multiple "D" votes (simple/quick fix) are also declared to be in
 1.2.

 12001 -- in (several non-critical)
 12007
 12008
 12009 (simple)
 12010 (critical)
 12011
 12012 -- deferred until 1.3
 12013
 12015 -- Michael Priestley argues that this is an Eclipse requirement. In 1.2 by concensus.
 12016
 12018 (simple)
 12020
 12021
 12022 (simple)
 12023
 12024
 12026
 12030 -- discussion - this is an important issue for schema support.
 
 12031 -- Michael Priestley - has been developed and currently in use
 within IBM. Now part of Open Toolkit. Benefits: Defines way to control
 values for metadata attributes. Also supports grouping into taxonomies.
 Accepted for 1.2 by consensus.
 
 12033 -- One critical vote, one simple. Deferred to 1.3.
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 12036 (simple)
 
 12037 -- Michael Priestley - make part of generalized task proposal (12011).
 
 12038 -- Problem identified by translation subcommittee. Will seek input from them.
 
 Machine industry proposals:
 
 12039 -- Merge with generalized task (12011)
 
 12040 -- awaiting subcommittee work, in 1.2
 
 12041 -- Concensus -- will be handled by better modularization of the DITA spec at 1.2
 
 Resume 10-April-2007 at 12042.

    2.  ITEM: Other business?

        None.

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 17 April 2007

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 17 April 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: (no minutes from April 10--no quorum)
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200704/msg00009.html (3 April 2007)

    Accepted. [Don moved, Rob seconded, no objections]

3.  Business:

    1.  Ranking for 1.2 list--resume grouping/prioritizing at #12042
        * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Specification_1.2_Requirements
        * Note current list discussion of item 12051 as we get to it.

        12042: Michael: input for this is coming from arch spec review.

        12043: Michael: Nice to have. Easy fix.

        12044: TC agrees it's a simple item to implement.

        12049: Review of discussion on email list.

            Discussion between Paul and Michael. Michael feels topic nesting rules 
            should be on the topic and not on ditabase.

            Paul agrees they should be on topic, but if you're going to have a 
            document with root <dita> I'd like to put info on that root element. 
            This is needed to duplicate info, not instead of putting the info on 
            the topic.

            Don: What are the implications if the value on the wrapper differs 
            from the value on the topic?

            Paul and Michael didn't understand the processing issue (i.e. it's 
            user error)

            Michael: Add arch attributes to root elements that processors can use, 
            but root element won't be specializable. 

            Michael feels we need to carefully analyze and review the use cases 
            to ensure the implications are OK. Redefine as major enhancement, 
            it's not a minor enhancement.

            Eliot and Amber are not on the call, and they also wanted it, so 
            decision to revisit this one next week. Robert was asked to 
            reclassify this item as priority 1 item.



            
            Paul: This item is affected by item 12052 -- if we accept this item, 
            we would definitely want DITAArchVersion attribute on the root element.

            Discussion on whether to merge 12052 and 12049. Agreement to keep them 
            separate for now.

            Michael requested we note that 12052 is added to the short list, since 
            it's trivial to implement, but that does not mean the TC wants it included 
            in 1.2.

        12053: Chris suggested we move this to 1.3 since the Machine Industry SC 
            is still working on it.
        
        12056: Discussion on how to classify this item.

        12057: Chris: We're going to discuss this no earlier than August/September, 
            so we can move this item to 1.3.

            Don: Can we include this as part of generalized task?

            Chris: Maybe, but we don't have enough information yet to really decide 
            what to do with this. When we have discussed it we will be wiser on 
            which existing proposal (if any) will be suitable for this.

        This completes the fist pass of the 1.2 items.

        ACTION: Robert to rearrange the table into major (core) issues versus 
        minor (other, non-core) issues and we'll discuss next week.

        Don would also like to get an understanding of the required effort on 
        the major items.

    2.  1.2-related list discussions

        * Specification for DITA learning content specialization
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200704/msg00007.html

            John: This is a complete specialization activity, so we'd like to have 
            this considered for 1.2 or 1.3, whichever is in scope at the time we're 
            ready. Our timeframe is April 2008 to have a full spec on our specialization.

            Michael feels it should be on the 1.2 table for consideration, since 
            the subcommittee will work on the item and deliver it to the TC for 
            consideration.

            ACTION: Robert to add this item as 12058.

        * Question about collection-type on reltable or relcolspec elements
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200704/msg00008.html 

            Discussion on the merits of making this change.

            Michael: We should clarify this in the 1.1 spec as follows:



            collection-type on reltable or relcolspec elements are reserved for 
            future use.
            Question is should we remove them in 1.2?

            Don is concerned about how this would look if we then rearchitect this 
            in the future.

            DECISION: This will be treated as a 1.1 spec comment.

            Michael: Chunk attribute on map element sets policy for map as a whole 
            and the other values are ignored, but for example to chunk the whole 
            map to a single chunk it should generate a single file. We don't currently 
            say that, so it needs to be clarified. 
            
            ACTION: Michael to send note about this to list for discussion.

        * Base attribute issue (Sirois et al)
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200704/msg00014.html

            This is a 1.1 issue.

            Eric: Base attributes are missing on some elements, so if anyone wants 
            to extend any of those elements the base attributes won't be there.
            Currently there are 3 elements where this is not possible in 1.1 DTDs 
            and Schemas. The change is backwards compatible.

            Robert: I feel this is kind of a bug not adding base everywhere.

            The TC agrees this bug should be fixed in the 1.1 DTDs and Schemas.

    3.  Subcommittee updates?

        None.

4.  Announcements/Opens

    * OASIS Symposium DITA TC Meeting info
      o Wednesday, 18 April
      o 9:00 AM-11:00 AM (Pacific)
      o Phone number: Same as DITA TC number (see the OASIS meeting notice for country-specific numbers)

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 24 April 2007

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 24 April 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
     * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200704/msg00045.html(17 April 2007) 
     * corrections:
      * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200704/msg00046.html
      * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200704/msg00047.html
        clarify in last week's minutes that the 1.1 treatment will state 
        collection-type on reltable or relcolspec elements are reserved for 
        future use.

    Accepted with the above two updates (clarification in message 46 and the above note).
    [Don moved, Paul seconded, no objections]

3.  Business:

    1. ITEM: Open 1.1 Spec comments:
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200704/msg00028.html Chunking attr on map

            Michael to update the actual spec text and post to the list.

        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200704/msg00031.html DITA 1.1 typos

            Correction will be made.

        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200704/msg00041.html DITA Spec comments

            Robert will make the required correction.

        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200704/msg00042.html Spec comment about flagging

            Robert will make the required changes.

        The TC accepted all 4 changes to the 1.1 spec. Don clarified that the TC 
        understands that we're doing ongoing refinements and we'll discuss again 
        if other comments come in.

    2. ITEM: "Moving forward with 1.2" Robert Anderson's suggestions for next steps
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200704/msg00038.html (proposal)
        * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Specification_1.2_Requirements (for reference)

        Robert walked the TC through his suggestion.
        
        The TC accepted Robert's proposal for handling the 1.2 items.



        The TC started working through the minor list.

        12002 - Naming convention
            
            The TC considers this item radical for 1.1, it should be in 2.0.

        12003 - Documenting DITA design principles
            
            Michael feels it's not simple.

            Don suggests making a Wiki page and moving design principles into the 
            Wiki instead of them being part of the spec.

            Michael feels long-term they should be in the spec, but this would 
            be a good stand-in for now.

            Spec update is realistically not going to happen in 1.2 or even 2.0 
            timeframes.

            Recategorize as post-1.2.

        12004 - Details in the DITA spec

            Michael: Some of the things in here have already been addressed in 
            1.1, but other items have not yet been addressed. We should address 
            them in 1.2, though I'm not sure everything herein is simple.

        12005 - Recognizing DITA Documents (spec update)

            Eliot feels it can be closed. Paul feels it's important and should 
            not be neglected.

            Suggestion to merge this item with 12052. Discussions that ended 
            in decision to close this item, since 12052 deal with this item.

        12006 - Translation best practices/workflow recommendations (outcome 
        of Translation SC) 

            Don requested to close this one, since it's not directly 
            applicable to DITA 1.2 spec.

        12009 - Relax the related links content model so it can be empty (more 
        of a fix issue)
            
            Simple

        12014 - Conref and conditional processing - preserve without resolving (#17d)

            Michael confirmed this is a spec issue. If publishing DITA to a 
            stage server where the last set of things are done dynamically, we 
            need to determine what's resolved when in the process. There is 
            currently no standardized way to set that information. The use case 
            is not simple, though the proposed solution is simple (a new 
            element that lists the IDs to export).



            Discussion on what should happen when auto-generating IDs.

            The TC decided to leave this item on this list and revisit later.

        12017 - Reconcile metadata elements in topics versus maps (#7)

            Discussion on whether this is simple or not.

        12023 - Move @format and @scope into rel-atts (#18)

            Simple.

        12028 - Modify DTD format
            
            Mark as simple.

        12035 - Generic collation element

            Leave blank for now

        12042 - Provide guidelines for Public IDs (requirement from architectural spec review)
            
            Add to 1.2 simple list.

        12048 - Add header rows to reltables
        
            Mark as simple

        12050 - Add format, scope, and type attributes to DITA referencing 
        elements which do not have them (but use href).
        
            Mark as 1.2 simple

        --out of time. Meeting closed. We'll review the remaining 2 and open 
        2 items next week.

 3. Subcommittee/Symposium updates? 

4.  Announcements/Opens

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --



The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 1 May 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

(Recorded by Alan Houser <arh@groupwellesley.com>)

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200705/msg00001.html
Minutes approved by acclamation. 

3.  Business:
    1. Public 1.1 Review Ends May 4. Dispensing 1.1 spec comments:
    * Defining and using normative URIs for all DITA-Supplied Schema Components  
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200704/msg00052.html

        Paul Grosso -- DTD modules all have standard identifier. Refer to
        modules from each other using public identifier. Schemas should also
        have standard URIs to reference modular components.

        Eric Sirois -- not a big issue, but not in latest Schema versions. Need
        to update Schemas, architectural spec, catalogs.

    * Missing  elements in DITA 1.1 bookmap   
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200704/msg00054.html

        Chris Kravogel -- does anybody else need address elements w/in
        organization information?

        Originally XNAL appeared everywhere. After reduction, XNAL was removed
        from <organization> and <person>. To just link via xref is too weak of a
        solution. To allow it everywhere is too much.

        Work-around -- store address under <author> and link to it from <publisher>?

        Michael Priestley -- specialize <publisher> to include these data elements?

        But we already specialize <publisher>. 1.1 -- can't specialize a bookmap
        element inside a domain.

        CK -- currently have <person> and <organization> elements.
        <organizationinfo> and <personinfo> have XNAL structure.

        MP -- proposed solution -- allow <author> inside <publisher>?
        Propose to defer until next week. Technically proposal should come before Friday.

        MP -- only have a week after end of public comment to include comments,
        re-publish spec.

        DD -- scope vs. schedule is the issue.
        CK -- what if we specialize <personinfo> <organizationinfo>?
        Discussion moved to list. Aim for closure before May 4th.



    Spec error: errata for Architectural Specification (misstatement about required <body>
        element in <topic>)
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200704/msg00055.html
        MP -- easy fix.

    Clarification requested on collection-type in reltable/relcolspec
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200704/msg00008.html 
        Paul Grosso -- MP's message may close the issue.
        DD -- please close by May 4 if not closed

        Don -- for MP and Robert Anderson -- is week turn-around feasible (for
        architectural spec and language reference)?

        MP and RA --yes.

    2. ITEM: Resume the 1.2 Requirements review (12054 in the easy list)
        * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Specification_1.2_Requirements

        Started at 12054 -- respect XML:Base.
        PG -- Would affect processing of every href.
        MP -- design is simple, but would hit processors hard.
        Proposer Eliot Kimber is not on the call.
        Concensus -- defer until 1.3.

        12055 -- in 1.2

        Priority TBD items:

        12014
        MP -- conref: preserve without processing.

        Mechanism for identifying which conref targets should be left unresolved
        so that a dynamic renderer can deal with them.

        Performance and IP issues. E.g., conrefs to product names should not be
        changed. Otherwise targets should be publicly available.

        Scope of work -- getting people to agree on design.
        TC decision -- 1.2 regular item.

        12029 -- local role for <link>
        Action (DD) will contact EK for use cases.

    3. Subcommittee/Symposium updates?
        None.

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 15 May 2007

(Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 15 May 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
     * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/23929/DITA_TC.5.8.07.txt (8 May 2007)

    Accepted.
    [Don moved, Jim seconded, no objections]

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Resume the 1.2 Requirements review (need to finish 12029)
        * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Specification_1.2_Requirements

        12029: Decision to defer to 1.3 pending input of use cases.

        ACTION: Don to ask Eliot to elaborate on this item, so the TC can 
        make a decision whether to keep it for 1.3 or remove it.

        12035: 
        JoAnn needs this for glossary. 
        Some discussion on the wider use cases.
        JoAnn agrees this item is targeted at a more general need.
        Erik: If it's specific to glossary, we should add it to the existing 
        glossary proposal.
        Erik: The use cases that we're seeing boil down to topic collation.
        Michael: Let's merge with the glossary item for now (at the topic level), 
        and consider wider generic adoption for 1.3.
        The TC supported Michael's suggestion.

        12037: Decision to merge this item with 12011.

        12038: Will be ready for contribution to 1.2
        Decision to add to the 1.2 list.

        12041: Chris: This is more a discussion of the organization of the spec,
        not really input for the spec. Nothing to discuss.

        12051: Need to clarify this requirement/proposal
        ACTION: Don to ask Paul to clarify this item.

        12052: Michael: Robert sent a note suggesting a compromise solution
        that Paul was OK with.
        After some discussion, the TC decided to take this item off the simple 
        list. Yas has a workaround and does not consider it vital for 1.2.
        Decision to defer discussion to 1.3.



        12056: We need a subcommittee to work on this item.
        Don proposed to accept this item for 1.2 if a subcommittee forms
        and completes the proposal within the 1.2 timelines.

        Next step is to go through the 1.2 list to identify champions for each
        item. We'll do that next week.

    2.  Clarification needed wrt nested references from maps to maps to topics
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200705/msg00030.html

        Don: This issue is a request to add clarification to the 1.2 spec.
        Michael suggested we add this as an addendum to item 12055.

        ACTION: Robert to update the 1.2 requirements page to reflect this decision.

        Robert: We're planning to add information and clarifications to the arch
        spec as part of item 12004, which is to clarify the arch spec.

    3.  Request for new Semiconductor Subcommittee (Bob Beims)

        Bob described the background behind the need for such a subcommittee, 
        and the purpose of the proposed subcommittee. The proposed
        charter is in this email:
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200705/msg00031.html
        
        Bob: At this point we have a list of about 58 contacts across the 
        industry. Several of them are OASIS members. Many are also members 
        of the DITA TC.

        Don moved to form the SC, with Bob as chair. Accepted with no objections.

        DECISION: Form the semiconductor SC with Bob as chair.

3.  Announcements/Opens

        None.

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --



The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 8 May 2007 at 08:00am PT

(Recorded by Alan Houser <arh@groupwellesley.com>)

Agenda:
DITA TC Wiki: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/23914/DITA_TC.5.1.07.txt (1 May 2007)
    Minutes approved by acclamation.

3.  Business:

    1. Schedule review (Mary McRae):
    * start 60-day public review: 5 March
    * end 60-day public review: 4 May
    * 7-day comment period before CS vote can launch: 11 May
    * CS/OS Submission ballot (7 days): 14 - 21 May
    * OS Submission to TC Administrator: 15 June

    Discussion: Can we incorporate approved spec changes (non-substantive)
    into the spec drafts, hold a TC vote, and meet the scheduled start date
    for CS/OS submission ballots? 

    Action (Don Day) -- Will contact Mary McRae to clarify dates and
    commitments.

    (Note from meeting secretary -- Mary McRae, OASIS Manager of TC
    Administration, joins the call later. This business item is re-visited.
    See "Return to Item 1. Schedule review" below.)

    2. ITEM: Status of remaining 1.1 Spec comments:
    * Defining and using normative URIs for all DITA-Supplied Schema Components  

    Discussion: How to implement this change?

    Eric Sirois -- Eliot Kimber, Paul Grosso, and I have been discussing how
    to identify XML schema and catalogs. Had been using URLs. But apps might
    try to hit URL if catalog is not available.

    Current decision is to use URN. Want to approach the TC for approval.

    PG -- Nervous about doing this in 1.1. Can we work-around and defer to 1.2?

    EK -- Yes, can identify schema components by file name. No functional
    breakage if we don’t make this change.

    PG -- Suggest that we defer this to 1.2.

    EK -- Currently URIs are published in the spec.



    EK -- Can continue to use relative paths as we do today. 

    EK -- Want something normative to point to from my shells and specializations.

    PG -- Only change in the distribution would be the catalog. Would add
    entries in the catalog that would display the official URN for each
    module. Would not have to adjust each file.

    ES -- Would also need to change the spec (currently uses URLs to define
    shells).

    EK -- Would need to provide URNs for shells. 

    EK -- Either list URNs for everything or for nothing. 

    DD -- Is this a substantive change? A substantive change requires
    another review cycle. 

    EK -- Not a substantive change. Names of things don’t affect how people
    use this. 

    ES -- Remove this information (SDIs and URLs) from the spec? Augment the
    catalog with URNs. Haven’t changed the files at all. 

    Consensus: Publish catalogs with URNs. Remove the following sections
    from architectural specification:

    DTD organization/Public identifiers for DTDs
    XML Schema organization/XML Schema catalog identifiers

    EK -- Justification: We can remove these sections because they are
    incorrect and incomplete. It is sufficient per RFC 3121 to publish
    identifiers in catalogs.

    Approved by acclamation.

    * Missing  elements in DITA 1.1 bookmap   

    Chris Kravogal -- <author> and <publisher> -- want new element <contactdetail>

    Michael Priestley -- Will be making a bunch of changes purely to solve
    this problem, that we will wish we had not made one release later.

    Robert Anderson -- Can only accomplish this by specializing <data>.

    CK -- I concur that we move this to 1.2.

    TC Concensus: Defer until 1.2. Leverage domain integration capabilities
    planned for 1.2 release. Can publish best practices for this use case
    separately from spec.



    * Clarification requested on collection-type in reltable/relcolspec
    * minutes do not make clear this is truly closed now

    DD -- is this truly closed?
    Paul Grosso -- yes, this is closed.

    * General scope of Specs (ditaval, metadata)
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-comment/200703/msg00001.html

    Recommendation from public comment to remove reference to ditaval and
    "profiling" from the 1.1 definitions, abridge 1.1 architecture
    specification.

    MP -- I suggest we don’t change the spec.

    DD -- We need to provide a response.

    MP -- Proposed response to public comment:

    "We believe that conditional processing is important so that users can
    share profiles, as well as source files, for deliverables. Users can
    exchange profiles, which define the content of deliverables, across
    applications. We plan to modularize the DITA architectural specification
    for version 1.2, which will result in a smaller core specification. In
    addition, we feel that the audience for the DITA architecture
    specification is broader than public commenter anticipates. Information
    that the commentor feels is redundant may not be redundant for all
    readers."

    TC agrees with Michaels’ summarized response. No change to current spec
    is indicated.

    ***Mary McRae joins call****

    Return to Item 1. Schedule review:

    DD to MM -- We have finished public review. Finished last of comment
    dispositions. Question about interpretation of 7-day comment period
    before CS launch: We have production work to do before we can take a TC
    vote. Must we complete the production work before we take a TC vote?

    MM -- TC can make motion at 15 May meeting to start the ballot.

    DD -- Can we make motion today?

    MM -- TC can make motion that as soon as docs are ready, on or after 11
    May, can request to start CS verification.

    MM -- To submit for OASIS standards vote -- must have have 3 statements of use
    prior to starting that ballot.

    MM -- As long as ballot starts before 31 May, we will technically meet



    requirements.

    MM -- TC can move to submit CS ballot pending preparation of new
    versions that incorporate TC-approved changes.

    DD -- We have logged and approved the last of the public comments.

    MM -- TC can move to submit CS and OS drafts, pending approved
    non-substantive changes.

    DD -- Chair moves that we submit current specification, with changes
    approved today, to submit CS ballot.
    Rob Frankland seconds
    TC approves by acclamation.

    DD -- Chair moves TC administrator to start a ballot to agree to submit the
    specification to OASIS membership for OASIS standard vote, pending three
    statements of use.
    Alan Houser seconds
    TC approves by acclamation.

    Don Day to TC -- Please send statements of use for DITA 1.1 to DITA-TC list.

    MM -- Must come from OASIS organization members. We're looking for
    something that says "Organization X is successfully using the DITA 1.1
    specification in accordance with OASIS policies." A generic statement is
    better than a specific statement. 

Meeting adjourned at 9:05 PST



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 22 May 2007

(Recorded by Alan Houser <arh@groupwellesley.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 22 May 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

Agenda:
DITA TC Wiki: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage

8:00-8:05 Roll call
We have quorum.

Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
 * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200705/msg00032.html (15 May 2007)

Approved by acclamation.

Business:

1. ITEM: Assign champions for the 1.2 Requirements
   * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Specification_1.2_Requirements 
     Volunteers and in abstentia nominations were recorded during meeting by Robert Anderson.

2. ITEM: Ongoing 1.2 Process

Jennifer Linton and Alan Houser will serve in "release manager" role.
Release managers will work with champions to create schedules for each
1.2 feature, and enforce those schedules.

Don Day will be on vacation June 12 and 19.

Discussion begins next week on proposal 12009 (relax related links, Robert Anderson)

Release managers will propose other items for next week's agenda.

PG -- what to do about proposals -- send to list?

Don Day -- Please send proposals to DITA-TC email list. May ask for
further comments or suggestion, or propose for inclusion on TC agenda
following week. 

Proposal template for 1.2 must be updated to include new/changed text
for the specification documents, if applicable.

A copy of the template is at -- 
    * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=13184&wg_abbrev=dita

An example (proposal for item 12035) is at --
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200703/msg00015.html

Question -- How to handle ongoing/new feature requests for 1.2?
Bugs: notify email list.



Feature requests: 1.2 feature list is closed, but members can lobby the
TC to include new items.

8:55 Adjourn



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 29 May 2007

Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 29 May 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
     * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200705/msg00052.html (22 May 2007)

    Accepted.
    [Don moved, Alan seconded, no objections]

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Dependency sorting for 1.2 Requirements
          * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Specification_1.2_Requirements

        Owners of each proposal must submit to Jennifer and/or Alan any dependencies
        on other 1.2 items their item has.

        Dependencies will be noted on the 1.2 spec requirements Wiki page.

        ACTION: Alan and Jennifer to update the 1.2 spec requirements Wiki page 
        with dependencies info.

    2.  ITEM: Requirement 12029: local role for link  
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200705/msg00047.html
        
        Eliot described the requirement.

        Discussion on what the scope of this requirement really is...

        The TC is in agreement to further think about this issue to identify 
        all use cases that we should support with this change.

        Eliot proposes to defer this item to 1.3 and to extend the proposal or 
        make a new one for 1.3.

        Don: What does XLink have in common with this larger scope link requirement?
        Eliot also considered XLink. e.g. reltable could be compared to XLink link base.

        DECISION: Defer this item to 1.3.

    3.  SC reports?

        Schedule sessions on 2nd life at next week's meeting.
        Chris to send to list more information on 2nd life.

3.  Announcements/Opens



        None.

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 5 June 2007

Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 5 June 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200706/msg00001.html (29 May 2007)

    Accepted.
    [Don moved, Alan seconded, no objections]

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: What's next on 1.1 CS approval:

        * Update the documents so that they reflect the status of Committee 
          Specification along with the approval date (31 May 2007)

        * prepare formal submission notice, postmarked no later than 15 June.

        * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/process.php#3.4

        OS Submission to TC Administrator: 15 June

        Familiarization announcement: 1 July

        Ballot start/close: 16 - 31 July

        Standard Announcement: 1 August

        Don filled the TC in on the current status and will update the documents 
        to reflect their new status.

        Don mentioned that he won't be able to make the next meeting and asked
        Gershon to lead the meetings. JoAnn is a backup if Gershon can't make it. 
        Eliot if JoAnn can't make it, and fall back on one of our SC leads if 
        Eliot can't make it.

    2.  ITEM: Dependency sorting for 1.2 Requirements (ongoing)

        * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Specification_1.2_Requirements

        Alan: We added a Prerequisites/Group column to the table. Since the table 
        is becoming rather wide, we're thinking of removing the priority column 
        (since that info is repeated below).

        Discussion on how best to number proposals (raised by Eliot via email; 
        some email discussion). Agreement to use the requirement number 



        with point-numbering (sub-letter) to number sub-proposals.

        Discussion on requirements for proposals (raised by Eliot via email). 
        Don: Some requirements are so simple they don't need requirements.
        Eliot feels strongly about the benefits of requirements to streamlining 
        the design and further development of the feature.
        Alan agrees we should include requirements and use cases at the beginning 
        of the proposal.
        Consensus to include a requirements discussion as part of each item.
        
        ACTION: Eliot to add new section for requirements to proposal template,
        add a placeholder for spec text, and update the time required sections as 
        discussed in the meeting.

        Don suggested making the proposal template available as a Wiki page so
        we can then have immediate access to the latest version of each proposal.
        Discussion led to agreement to post on the TC documents section and to add links
        from the Wiki page to the document. Proposal source should be marked up 
        in DITA XML, and published to HTML for discussion. Both XML and HTML 
        versions should be uploaded to the TC content area.

        Jen will update Michael Ganon's proposal to fit the new template.

        Jennifer suggested a workgroup for the keyref proposal to ensure other 
        proposals that may influence, or be affected by, the keyref proposal 
        are dealt with.
        
        ACTION: Eliot to start workgroup for keyref discussions. Other members 
        should contact Eliot to join the group or discuss issues that may affect 
        the keyref proposal. Eliot will post invitation to the list.

    3.  ITEM: Chris Kravogel on Secondlife training 

        Chris is offering training on Secondlife via WebEx to introduce 
        Secondlife,  business opportunities this platform offers and how one 
        gets started.
        A second training session inside Secondlife will be held (maybe a week 
        later) to guide us on how to set up the virtual world.
        Chris proposes to offer training for Tuesday 26 June (WebEx) and a week 
        later the session inside Secondlife.
        Chris asked the TC when they prefer having the training -- business 
        hours or evening?
        Don offered use of IBM'S SameTime account. Chris to send Don meeting details.
        Gershon offered GoToMeeting 26th (since Don won't be available).

        Chris: We have a weekly chat meting in Secondlife and last week we had 
        our first DITA Secondlife chat meeting and a few people came who were 
        pretty into in DITA and don't have another way to interact with DITA users.

    4.  NEW ITEM from Robert:

        * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24251/IssueNumber12009.html
        * "This was approved for 1.1, but then not in the short list, should be easy to approve for 1.2"



        This requirement is simply to change related links from requiring one 
        or more links to 0 to more. To allow easier flexibility for specializations.
        Robert proposes to approve this item for 1.2. Eliot seconded. No objections.

        DECISION: Item 12009 is approved.

        ACTION: Gershon to add new folder for 1.2 proposals.

4.  Announcements/Opens

        None.

-- Meeting adjourned at 09:00 --



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 12 June 2007

Recorded by Alan Houser <arh@groupwellesley.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 12 June 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 22 minutes.

1.  Roll call
We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200706/msg00010.html (5 June 2007)
Approved by acclamation

4. OASIS status

DITA 1.1. CS (Committee Specification) documents posted last week. Publicly
available 15 June. Ballot period June 16 - July 31. Should be final August 1.

Release managers' report --
Working on dependencies and groupings for DITA 1.2 items. Send any dependency
info for your proposals to Alan Houser and Jen Linton.

5.  Business:

    ITEM: Dependency sorting for 1.2 Requirements (ongoing)

        * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Specification_1.2_Requirements

    ITEM: Review and accept proposals for 1.2
    
        #12023, move the scope and format attributes into the rel-atts parameter entity (Robert Anderson):
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/24330/IssueNumber12023.html
Paul Grosso  -- May have dependencies on 12050 (format and scope on href).
Robert Anderson -- Propose to defer until 12050 is complete so that
  dependencies can be reconciled.
Action: item deferred until 12050 is complete.

        #12028, update the formatting of the DTD to make it easier to create specialized DTDs (Robert Anderson):
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/24331/IssueNumber12028.html
Discussion:
Internal change in DTDs to group commonly reused sections. Easier to
  create specializations and remove items. Improve editability and
  readability of DTDs No impact on tools. No impact on schema.
Approved by acclamation -- 12028.

        # 12043, add draft-comment to more places (Eliot Kimber):
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/24333/Issue12043.xml
Action: Discussion deferred awaiting complete design.

        # 12001, provide fully versioned DTD/Schema components (Yas Etessam):



            * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/24336/IssueNumber12001.xml
Discussion:
Yaz Etessam -- Want version-specific IDs so that authoring tools can
support multiple DITA versions. Want full versioning of public entities
inside DTDs. Implementers can support side-by-side support for multiple
versions of DITA.

MP -- Will affect DTD shell files, to point to new URIs?

Yaz -- Yes. Will need to review DTDs for appearance of public
identifiers, and version those public IDs.

RA -- Public identifiers already have IDs. Should be straight-forward.

MP -- No additional versions of doctype shells. Only one set of
shell doctypes?

Yaz -- Yes. Most things are versioned.

Michael Gannon -- Mapping will be done through catalogs instead of through mod and
entity files.

Paul -- Does this mean we need to change all files with each DITA
version, even if no other change?

MG -- If file doesn't change, should be no need to change version number.
Approved by acclamation -- 12001.

Meeting adjourned at 08:22.



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 19 June 2007

Chaired and recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 19 June 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 45 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    
    Regrets from Don, Jen.

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/24372/DITA-TC.12-June.txt (12 June 2007)

    Accepted by acclamation. [Gershon moved; Alan Houser seconded]

3.  Business:

    ITEM: Dependency sorting for 1.2 Requirements (ongoing)

        * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Specification_1.2_Requirements

        No updates (Wiki is down)

    ITEM: Review and accept proposals for 1.2
    
        #12036: Image scale-to-fit (Paul Grosso):
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/24374/12036.htm

            The Chair asked Paul to describe the proposal to the TC.
            
            Paul: In 1.1 we can give width/height or scaling. This requirement is 
            to say fit to available space. Change is adding one attribute to the 
            DTD and Schema with the value "yes|no".
            Only if the user has not otherwise specified graphic sizing, then 
            scale-to-fit="yes" overrides.

            DECISION: #12036 proposal is accepted by the TC by acclamation.
            [Paul moved; Rob Franklin seconded]

        #12017: Reconcile map and topic metadata (Robert Anderson)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/24420/IssueNumber12017.html

            The Chair asked Robert to describe the proposal to the TC.
            
`           Robert: The idea is for metadata to work in both maps and topic. 
            Need to add current prolog metadata wrapper into topicmeta to make the 
            DTD models more consistent. There is still some delta, which we'll 
            probably unify in 2.0.

            France: Exceptions includes <shortdesc>. What about <abstract>? 



            In 1.1 we use <abstract>, so maybe we could move abstract into topicmeta too?

            Eric H: We already discussed whether abstract belongs in map in the 
            1.1 scope, and the decision then was it brings too much content into 
            map and was considered undesirable.
            
            Discussion...

            France: Now that there's abstract, shortdesc will be even shorter 
            than it used to be.

            Robert has not seen this in practice.

            Eric: That's the rationale for keeping abstract in topics

            Dana agrees with France.

            ACTION: France to post to the TC list a new proposal to bring 
            abstract into map meta. 

            DECISION: #12017 proposal is accepted for DITA 1.2 and defer the 
            abstract discussion to email.
            [Robert moved; Gershon seconded]

        #12046: Expand figgroup content model (Robert Anderson)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/24437/IssueNumber12046.html

            Robert: (Deborah Pickett's proposal) is unchanged as she submitted, 
            except for the details of the content model. As designed, it allows 
            only notes, phrases and keyword inside. 
            The original content model was too limiting. This proposal is to add 
            <data> into <figgropu> and also to add the normal phrase and block 
            elements into <figgroup>.
            The proposed content model is now legal according to the XML spec.

            Alan: Will this make it easier to add a title after the figure 
            instead of before?
            
            Robert: That should be handled via stylesheets.

            Alan: Yes, I'm aware of that, but some tools don't make it that easy.

            Discussion on what other DTDs do... Alan's OK to leave it as-is.

            DECISION: #12046 proposal is accepted by the TC by acclamation.
            [Robert moved; Stan Doherty seconded]

4.  Announcements/Opens

    None.

--Meeting adjourned at 08:45 PT--



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 26 June 2007

Chaired by Don Day
Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 26 June 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200706/msg00047.html (19 June 2007)

    Accepted by acclamation. [Don moved; Alan Houser seconded]

3.  Business:

    ITEM: Dependency sorting for 1.2 Requirements (ongoing)

        * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Specification_1.2_Requirements

        Don asked the TC to go through the list to get an idea of when unsubmitted 
        proposals will be ready.

        12008 - EH: In process

        12010 - EH: Focusing on the previous one [12008] now

        12013 - YE: Expect to start working on it in about 3 weeks time

        12014 - MP: Proposal in place that's almost complete. Anyone who's interested 
        in this should contact me to bash it around before I submit to the TC.

        12015 - MP: Same comment as #12014.

        12016 - AH: Eliot and I have discussed it. We don't have anything yet. 
        In process. Robert asked to be added as an interested party.

        12020 - SD - Researching stage. I just sent out a problem statement for 
        TC feedback.

        12026 - EH - No progress yet

        12031 - EH: It's pretty flushed out. Interested in feedback on what's 
        already there.

        12035 - Alan to ask DB for status update

        12047 - EH: In process; almost ready to bring to TC.

        12018 - RA to send out updated proposal.



        12022 - Has dependency on #12050

        12050 - PG: In process. I have 2 documents that should be ready to send 
        out this week. There're a lot of little things there.

        12052 - RDA: Almost ready

        12055 - RDA: There are a lot of cases to cover. In process.

        12024 - CK: DTDs are mature. We need someone to review them to ensure 
        it's all compliant. Don suggested Robert reviews the SC DTD change requests.

        12038 - JH: We had an objection from Kara to the current proposal and 
        we need to get back to Andrzej and Rodolfo to decide how we want to 
        react to the objection. We'll revisit at our meeting next week.

        12040 - CK: Aligning our topic type with S1000D. This work will take at 
        least another 2 months.

        12056 - SD: Tony has been working on it. Need to move forward with Mary 
        to make the SC official.

        Jen: Eliot is going to set up meetings to discuss the keyref proposal, 
        so interested parties should contact him.
    
    ITEM: Completed proposals posted this week, for discussion and possible voting

        Proposal 12048 - expanded header for reltable (Erik Hennum)
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200706/msg00033.html

            Erik described the proposal: The Retable Header indicates commonality 
            - what kind of topics should be referenced in this column. It guides 
            the reltable what kind of topic references should go into the table. 
            Proposal is to extend this capability to allow the <data> element 
            and topicrefs to be in the colspec, then this info will be
            propagated to all topics in the column. Consistent distribution of 
            relationships across the rows of the reltable. Use cases spell out 
            where this would be useful. e.g. for reltable to insert directory topic
            of sorts that lists all troubleshooting or all message topics, so 
            all topics get a relationship to the message directory topic.

            Second use case is about propagation via <data>. This should be a 
            simple extension on attribute value propagation.

            Third use case is e.g. of specializing the relheader, so a specialized 
            colspec could provide a taxonomy class classification. Most significant 
            impact is on processing, since more properties and related links need 
            to be propagated to the topics in the columns.

            Michael: Scoping is similar to using the @type on the <topicref> element. 
            Should the topic type be reflected in the new proposal? e.g. in concept 
            column, task column and troubleshooting column, would we use the colspec
            to set the type? Suggest adding description of proposed linking behavior 



            to the proposal.

            Don asked if anyone else has a need for the use cases in the proposal.

            Michael: With the addition of the use of the topichead to set the 
            linking type, it will address a few use cases that are currently 
            circulating (including those raised by Eliot).

            Paul: Neither I nor Geoff understand it yet. This is a complex 
            feature being added to a complex standard. We'd appreciate a chance 
            to understand it more.

            ACTION: Erik to add description on the linking consequences.

            TC should review this proposal and revisit it next week with the hope 
            of getting approval.

        Proposal 12017 - consistency between map & topic metadata and abstract vs shortdesc (France Baril)
        http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200706/msg00048.html

            France: Not clear what <shortdesc> is used for in <map>

            Michael: We do have some guidelines on <shortdesc> and <abstract> 
            in the lang spec now. Basically, shortdesc [when used in topic] is 
            the first para of the content or portion of introductory content.
            When in map, it replaces the shortdesc in the topic for the 
            purposes of the fly-over help or summary content.

            France: I'm actually confused about the shortdesc in the map's 
            metadata (bookmeta in bookmap).

            Michael: The spec states that currently this has no defined purpose,
            so it's best not to use it.

            Dana suggests we add further clarification to the spec. Robert 
            agrees with this.

            JoAnn suggests doing an article (on dita.xml.org) to explain this.

            The TC agrees to make these documentation changes to the 1.2 spec 
            [the proposal was accepted previous meeting].

    ITEM: Chris Kravogel on Secondlife training

        CK: I request to postpone the training until we get voice meetings in 
        Secondlife. Also, we're building a SIM inside the Secondlife DITA area.

        If anyone is interested, contact Chris via email.

4.  Announcements/Opens

    None.

--Meeting adjourned at 09:00 PT--
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 3 July 2007

Chaired by Don Day
Recorded by JoAnn Hackos 

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 3 July 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
   (26 June 2007)

    Accepted by acclamation. [Don moved; Chris Kravogel seconded]

3.  Business:

    ITEM: Discussion of #12048 -- expanded header for reltable
 
 EH has not updated this as yet. Deferred to next meeting.

    ITEM: Discussion of #12052 DITA ArchVersion

 Approved by acclimation. RA moved; AH seconded
 Discussion about the .dita and .xml extensions. Improves the use of xml:lang

    ITEM: Discussion of #12050 Attributes for DITA elements
 
 PG encourages everyone to read carefully.
 

http://markmail.org/
http://www.oasis-open.org/maillists/guidelines.php#searchingarchives
http://markmail.org/docs/faq.xqy#searchsyntax
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00013.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00016.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00017.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00015.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/maillist.html#00014
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/threads.html#00014
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/
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 The <lq> is a complex example. Add scope attribute to handle external and internal; 
depracate
 the type attibute. 
 
 The goal is to make the attributes appropriately consistent; should be more explicit
 about the deprecated elements or attributes.

 <longdesc> -- deprecate; use as a subelement rather than an attribute for <longdescref>
 and <longdescscope>

 add <longdescref> subelement to image
 add scope and format attribute

 image with nested longdescref elements (format and scope)
 Would be parallel to <alttitle>

 Need to update the <object> element

    ACTION: Michael Priestley will update. 
   
    ITEM: Review the W3C XML Best Practice document

        DD and RA to review 
 Gershon and JoAnn will review for the Translation Subcommittee with input

 JoAnn will send a note to Yves that we will review by 16 July

4.  Announcements/Opens

    None.

--Meeting adjourned at 09:00 PT--
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 10 July 2007

Recorded by Alan Houser <arh@groupwellesley.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 10 July 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

* Roll call
We have quorum.

* Approve minutes from previous business meeting
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00014.html 
Approved by acclamation.

 1. ITEM: Dependency sorting for 1.2 Requirements (ongoing)
* http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Specification_1.2_Requirements 

 2. ITEM: Completed proposals posted this week, for discussion and possible voting

* #12048 - expanded header for reltable, revised (Hennum)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00012.html

Erik Hennum -- Is this proposal compatible with DITA 1.1? Only means for
propegation of attr values is inheritance. This is a distinct mechanism
from inheritance. 

Doesn’t affect defn of features. Is this a lightweight extension on a
mechanism that already exists, or a new mechanism? 

Need to issue new version before vote. 

Michael Priestley -- Will require new topic in architecture spec.
relcolspec is already listed as an element whose attrs can be inherited.
New behavior, but a valuable one. We do have existing wording that will
need to change.

Concensus: update proposal for upcoming meeting. (EH on vacation next week).

* #1250 - comments on 12050 plus longdescref proposal
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00017.html (Priestley)

Michael Priestley -- 

type attribute for author -- current wording says three allowed values.
Should say three "recognized" values, but not constrained to three.
"special" values, then falls back to standard definition of type. 

Restricted to creator, contributor, conref? 

Chapter and other specializations of topicref should have same
definition as topicref. 

Currently using the href defn. Need to use the topicref defn. 



MP -- Default behavior of type attribute? If not specified locally,
derive from target, if not, treat as topic (don’t inherit the value).
Local value, if present, always wins. Target value is checked against
local value. Warning if a mis-match. Local could be inherited from
target. If not available, treat as generic topic. Factoring of longdesc
attribute. Want filtering attributes on shortdesc. 

We know the format is not DITA, we know it’s code. Leave object alone,
except for longdesc ref (for parallelism with image).

12050a -- 

Michael Priestley will write up longdescref element as 12050a.
Concensus: Return to agenda next week.

* #1235 - generic collation element (Pickett)
* http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=24536&wg_abbrev=dita (source)
* http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24568/dita-proposal-collation-newtemplate.html
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00006.html (discussion)

Alan Houser -- Allow <collate-as> element to
specify collation key, to support sorting by processing environment. Use
cases include glossary entries, table rows, lists. Proposal would
introduce new element as a specialization of <data>.

Discussion -- Perhaps define as domain and make
selectively available? Perhaps as a domain that is permitted only in
<title>? Can add to other content models through specialization.

Consensus: wait for resolution of constraints proposal (12008).

* Other items:

* DTD shortcut -- move @format and @scope into rel-atts (12023)

Ensures that this set of attributes stays together and gets used together.
Accepted by acclamation for DITA 1.2

* Acronym proposal (12038)
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita-translation/200703/msg00017.html 

Acronym proposal not ready. Andre on vacation for July. TC will create
another draft in the interim.

 3. ITEM: Identify items for next week

12018 -- RDA

 4. Message from chair (Don Day):

OASIS DITA vote opens on July 16. Need 85% (?) of vote and no "No"
votes. Lobby your OASIS rep about the value of DITA.



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 17 July 2007

Recorded by Alan Houser <arh@groupwellesley.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 17 July 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

* Roll call
We have quorum.

* Approve minutes from previous business meeting
http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/24633/DITA_TC.10.July.07.txt
Minutes approved by acclamation.

Business:
 1. ITEM: Dependency sorting for 1.2 Requirements (ongoing)
  * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/DITA_Specification_1.2_Requirements 

 2. ITEM: Completed proposals posted this week, for discussion and possible voting
  * #1235 - generic collation element (Pickett)
   * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/document.php?document_id=24536&wg_abbrev=dita (source)
   * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24568/dita-proposal-collation-
newtemplate.html
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00006.html (discussion)
Alan Houser -- Discussed in 10-July-2007 TC meeting.
TC concensus: Defer until constraints proposal.

Michael Priestley -- constraints proposal (12035) depends on "domain and
topic" proposal (12010) 

JoAnn Hackos -- Some W3C ITS working group members (e.g., Felix Sasaki)
may comment from a localization (Japanese) perspective. JoAnn will
contact. Don suggestion -- ask Deborah Pickett to provide roll-up to TC
list regarding other discussions. 

TC recommends that Japanese use case is reflected in proposal.

  * #12018 - Create elements for translatable attributes
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00026.html (email)
   * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24592/IssueNumber12018.html
Robert Anderson -- Summary: Translation subcommittee is interested in translatable attributes. Many editors don’t deal 
well with attrs. Goal is to create elements for all attrs that contain translatable text. Ultimately deprecate those attrs.

Examples: 

   - title attr on map. Easy to make title child of reltable. 
   - navtitle -- move to first child of topicref. navtitle no longer required
   on topichead. Move to first child of topicmeta. Required would not be
   backwards compatible. Processors would need to catch and warn. 
   - reftitle attr on longquote. Same semantics as cite element. Proposal
   cite inside longquote performs same function as reftitle. 
   - New standby element as optional child of object.



Was originally proposed for 1.1, but deferred.

Hackos -- What about vrm elements? Needed to support translatable dates.

MP -- In IBM, vrm is three-part numbering scheme to identify product.
Not designed/intended to contain dates. Examples that show this would be
erroneous. 

Don Day -- Dates can express date, concurrency (?), time. More of a data
typing issue than a translatability issue. Can possibly rely on W3C
Schema data typing in the future to enforce this. 

DD -- Dates wouldn’t be considered translatable. Localizable, yes. 

MP/RDA -- Examples in DITA 1.1 spec incorrect.

JH -- Spec says y/m/d is the format. Examples don’t reflect this.

DD -- Spec should specify format; tools should enforce to ensure ease of
localization.

JH -- List of localizable elements and attributes would be helpful.

--

MP -- longquote (lq) scope and format attributes. We also have reftitle
attr. Would put some info for referencing in one place; some in another.
Should we revisit this? Should try to combine the two. 

Indended behavior -- lq with citation (e.g., title of work w/hypertext
link). Old implementation -- could slap href w/reftitle. Rendered w/lq. 

Paul Grosso -- We’re talking about metadata for the lq.

MP -- yes -- "where did I come from?".

href elements should be consistent across elements that use href. label
(title) of reference should be part of referencing element, along with
referencing attribute.

MP will propose longquoteref element inside lq, longdescref element in <image> .

MP would likely deprecate href on lq.

TC Concensus: MP will include in 12050a.

Michael Gannon -- What about "standby" attr on object?

RDA -- This comes from HTML. Perhaps not a big issue as-is.

Motion: accept 12018 w/lq removed.

MP seconds



Approved by acclamation

  * #1250 updates - Analysis of DITA href, format, scope, and type attributes
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00025.html
RDA proposes to approve final draft
MP seconds
Approved by acclamation

 3. ITEM: Schedule and spreadsheet for remaining items (Jen Linton)

Jen distributed spreadsheet to owners and champions, requesting dates
for discussion. Currently nothing lined up for 24 July meeting. Please
respond if you haven’t already. 

Don -- Would like to schedule proposals for completion in September
timeframe. March approval. 

Jen -- call for others to pick up Eliot Kimber’s proposals, pending his
return to the TC. 

MP -- volunteer to pick up keyref

Jen -- Also 12042, 12043, 12048 are available from Eliot.



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 24 July 2007

Recorded by Alan Houser <arh@groupwellesley.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 24 July 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

DITA TC Wiki: http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/FrontPage

8:00-8:05 Roll call

We have quorum.

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00039.html (17 July 2007)
Accepted by acclamation.

Business:
1. ITEM: Completed proposals posted this week, for discussion and possible voting

* No contributions this week. Please work with Jen Linton and Alan
Houser on scheduling the proposals for which you are champion.

Don Day -- Draft requires long period of review. Want to get to draft
stage as quickly as possible. Work with Jen and Alan to schedule your
proposal for discussion.

2. Balloting for OASIS Standard - DITA v1.1 (McRae)
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00029.html (links to materials)
* http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/ballot.php?id=1337 (ballot)
* What companies can we count on for votes this week? (voting ends July 31)

DD -- Currently at 8% of vote. Need 15% of 337 companies. Critical that
we get required number of votes. Otherwise, need to re-enter OASIS
review process. 

List of OASIS members and contacts, with current voting status at: 

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/ballot.php?id=1337 

TC went through list and took volunteers to encourage OASIS members to
vote to approve DITA 1.1. Volunteers typically have some sort of
personal connection with the organizations they will contact. 

ACTION: Voting closes July 31. Volunteers -- please make contact today
(July 24), if possible. 

Don Day (direct): Comet Comunications, Idiom, Intel, OpenDocument
Foundation 

Don Day will contact Indi Lipa for possible connections at: Ericson,
France Telecom, Nokia, Nortel 



Don will contact JoAnn Hackos about: Lionbridge, Localization Industry
Standards, SDL 

Don will contact Dana Spradley about Oracle 

Stan Doherty: Fidelity, MIT, Progress Software 

Yas Etessam: Business Objects, Justsystems, Microsoft, 

Rob Frankland: Avaya, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, RenderX, RedHat 

Paul Grosso: ISO (James Mason), Innodata-Isogen, Larson, NIST, Oxford
University, 

Alan Houser: Carnegie Mellon, Pennsylvania Association of Notaries 

Michael Priestley: Tanner AG, Siemens, Trisoft, XyEnterprise 

Contact notes should say something like -- 

I am contacting you as a member of the OASIS DITA Technical Committee.
DITA 1.1 is currently in ballot phase for approval as an OASIS standard.
Because you are the OASIS contact person for your organization, I am
requesting that you cast an affirmative vote for DITA 1.1. The vote
closes on July 31.

The OASIS ballot is at --
* http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/ballot.php?id=1337

DITA 1.1 materials can be found at --
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00029.html

---------

DD -- Related issue: we need to provide text for the DITA 1.1
announcement letter. Should include reasons for business value, why
people should be interested in it. Will submit text to Carol Geyer. 

Stan Doherty volunteers to assist. 

DD -- Develop outline on list. Others who need to make announcements
within their company can also use this text. 

MP -- Will the announcement include pull quotes? 

DD -- Carol Geyer may contact member companies for this. 

MP -- May be an opportunity for TC members to get appropriate
recognition within their organizations. 

ACTION -- Don Day will contact Carol Geyer about quotes. 

Also need to update approval date on PDF and HTML documents. Gershon is



on holiday, Robert Anderson will cover. 

3. Interest in Forming a Help (User Assistance) Sub-Committee (Self) 

* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00035.html 

Stan Doherty -- nine members have responded thus far. In contact with
Mary McRae about approval process. May begin meetings next week. 

One goal -- Want to achieve level of abstration that will work with
multiple tools and toolsets. 

Don -- perhaps there are best practices for specialization that TC can
consider to communicate back to subcommittees. 

4. Verbatim inclusions of text (Antonov) 

* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00036.html 

* discuss priority, staging 

Rob Frankland -- Yes, this is a good use case. 

Paul G -- Is 1.2 closed? 

?? -- TC can include new features in 1.2. Requires TC vote. 

MP -- Can we recommend something simpler from a specialization route,
outside the spec. Would provide a common way to do that, but outside
spec. 

Paul G --If we do that, we have legacy issues if we don’t do it right
the first time. 

MP -- Customers won’t wait -- they will specialize or tweak their way
out of it. 

Rob -- Other companies have code specialization to do this. 

DD -- Propose to keep open on list for next week. If discussion
progresses, TC should consider. Otherwise, defer. TC may want to
advocate best practices that can be used which are not harmful.

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens

8:55 Adjourn 



Don moves to accept minutes
JoAnn seconds, no objections

8:00-8:05 Roll call

Approve minutes from previous business meeting:

    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00047.html (24 July 2007) 
 * Don moves to accept minutes
 * JoAnn seconds, no objections

Business:

ITEM:
   * We have minimum required votes to approve DITA 1.1, with no "No" votes. Thank-you to those who contacted 
partners and encouraged them to vote.

ITEM: 
   * Completed proposals posted this week, for discussion and possible voting

 1. 12048 - expanded header for reltable (revised - Hennum)
   * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00052.html 
   * Changes described by Erik Hennum: revision of prior proposal. Changes summarized in the note: removing data 
element from relcolspec; no structural changes to the rest; clarify behaviors. Example under first use case clarifies the 
purpose. Questions?
 Paul Grosso: wonder about the complexity, wonder how many people have read it and understand it. Do we get to 
a point where something has more complications than benefits? Hard to evaluate here because I do not have customers 
with this use case.
 JoAnn Hackos: We see a lot of help systems where linking strategies include troubleshooting. Think it's wide 
practice to have variety of link categories beyond Task/Concept/Reference.
 Paul: Not going to oppose; OK with it now, just nagging thing. How many users will understand it well enough to 
use it.
 Erik: I do have the reservation that if the TC does not understand the proposal, that's not a good thing. We should 
not approve things we do not understand. Curious how to close that gap; don't want to approve just to keep the flow 
going.
 Don: What kind of info would help folks grasp the proposal? Time to read vs explanation?
 France Baril: Haven't worked much with reltables. Still at point where I want more real examples before I can 
decide what's good or not.
 JoAnn: we use them a lot, and I like this capability. Always good if we can tell people why they are linking to 
something. This expands the ability to do that.
 Erik: If we are creating structure for our links, we have predictible information and manageable info. Ad-hoc links 
= spaghetti.
 JoAnn: I'm in favor of it.
 Amber Swope: I've worked with reltables, this ability to expand would be really nice.
 Erik: Because it affects only relcolspec, it's not a widespread change. Hopefully the additional user impact is not 
great; it will only show up for reltable users who are filling out the header.
 JoAnn: Every time we use reltables we focus on the headers.
 Don: Argument that this feature could forestall potential mis-use of DITA features?
 Erik: Could also specialize the column elements. That's pretty heavy-weight thing to do.
 JoAnn: This supports best practice in link design. Basic design of reltables goes that way. This adds to flexibility.
 Don: Does anyone feel they need more time to read and understand this issue?
 Jim Earley: I do [no other responses]
 Don: With Jim's concern is it adviseable to bring this up next week



 ACTION: will bring up in 2 weeks (Erik is out next week); TC must read the proposal before then

 2. 12013 - Referencing a range of elements (Etessam)
   * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24823/ConrefRange.html 
 Yas Etessam: Slight re-work of proposal for DITA 1.1. Try to select range of content. Basic benefit is to create 
shorthand mechanism to conref a series of contiguous nodes. Possible for editors to have easier ways to do this, but 
most do not.
 ** Problem: if user wants to conref more than one element, need to create explicit pointer to each node.
 ** Requirement: find way to make it easier to pull in a range of nodes.
 ** Work: Need to make some changes to DTDs, arch spec to describe, implementors would have to implement it 
(such as toolkit). Problem in proposal - error conditions are possible. Original design of conref ensures referenced 
content is valid. This can pull in invalid content between start and end. Proposal is not explicit about these rules.
 Erik Hennum: We have validity on the start and end of the range. Likely that middle will be valid also.
 Jim Earley: you are pointing to IDs, could cross boundaries. May have something start in one block, end in another.
 Erik: Excellent point, should be forbidden.
 Yas: Error conditions. Re-organize and start comes after end, pull from different parts of docs. [discussion]. 
Proposal mentions that parents must be common, but maybe that needs to be more explicit.
 Erik: If we could have that as part of the reference that would increase reliability.
 Jim: puts a lot of pressure on vendors and processors. They have to know where start/end are. Lot of conditional 
processing. Need a lot of lookahead to find the end.
 Don: if working on sorting/collation, what if start ends up before the end
 Yas: if start/end are not in correct order, then don't see how processors can implement a solution. One goal here - 
don't add too much cost onto vendors, much cost already invested for basic conref.
 Don: put this on hold to resume next week

ITEM: 
  * Work on draft wording for OASIS announcement
     * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00053.html
     * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00054.html 
 Erik Hennum: relation to other standards should be at the end. Announce should focus on DITA 1.1, more than on 
relation to other standards.
 Don: Maybe if somebody does roll-up of comments today - JoAnn?
 ACTION - JoAnn to roll up comments

   3. Re-visit discussions on Verbatim inclusions of text (Antonov)
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00036.html
          * customer use case: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00045.html
          * discuss priority, staging 
 [NO TIME TO DISCUSS ON JULY 31]

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens

8:55 Adjourn



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 14 August 2007

Chaired by Don Day
Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 14 August 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24883/DITA-TC-Minutes20070731.txt (31 July 2007)

    Accepted by acclamation. [Don moved; Michael Priestley seconded]

    The following minutes are announcements from last week's meeting without quorum:
    http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24920/meetingminutes070807.txt (07 August 2007)

3.  Business:

    1.  NEWS: The formal approval of OASIS DITA 1.1 has been announced!
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00035.html

    2.  ITEM: Proposal for a DITA Help Subcommittee (Tony Self, Stan Doherty)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00048.html
        * TC to vote on a Resolution to form this SC

        Don moved to accept the charter for the commissioning of the DITA Help Subcommittee.
        Rob Franklin seconded.

        DECISION to form the DITA Help Subcommittee.

        ACTION: Don to inform Mary to start the ball rolling for the new Subcommittee.

    3.  ITEM: Completed proposals posted this week, for discussion and possible voting

        1.  12013 - Referencing a range of elements (Etessam)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24913/ConrefRange.html (update)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00021.html (Raya comment)

            Paul: Now that I've seen the proposal and understand the issues, I don't believe
            the cost/benefit on this item is there. It's way too much trouble for what we're
            going to get.

            Deferred to next meeting since Yas is not on the call this week.

        2.  12055 - Define Map Referencing Behaviors (Anderson)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24910/IssueNumber12055.html

            Paul: There was some off-list discussion on this one. Last I saw there were 
            some questions from Jeff that were not answered.



            Deferred to next meeting or when Robert returns from vacation.

        3.  12010 - Domain and topic integration (Hennum)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/14849/Issue32.html

            Deferred, since there are still open issues on this item that are being
            discussed.

            12008 Constraints proposal will be worked on for vote next week. This is a 
            prerequisite for 12010.

        4.  12048 - expanded header for reltable (Hennum)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24839/IssueReltableHeader12048.html

            Eric: Last time we discussed this one, JoAnn was in favor, Paul has
            reservations, Jim wanted more time to look at it. Jim has looked at 
            it and is OK with it.

            Eliott agrees this feature is much needed. Requested expansion about 
            the discussion on distribution of references vertically.

            Eric: In the same way that topics referenced in cell distribute links 
            to topics referenced in other cells in the same row, the topicref in 
            the column header would distribute links to the body of the table in 
            its column.
            Purposes: 1) It's another convenience and 2) It's the fact you can 
            set up category or hub topic and all topics in the column will receive 
            links to that topic. Examples are in the proposal.

            Don moves to approve the design. Jim Early seconded. No objections.

            DECISION to accept the design of feature 12048. 

    4.  Re-visit discussions on Verbatim inclusions of text (Antonov)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00036.html
        * customer use case: http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00045.html
        * discuss priority, staging

        Michael has concerns that the implementation details are driving the feature
        requirements. The user's requirement is simply bringing simple text files (e.g.
        code file listing) into the document. Michael thinks we should accept the simple
        feature and not get into more complex linking scenarios.

        Paul: Why not use conref? Problem is conref brings in DITA XML.

        Michael: Conref won't bring in text data. It won't currently work as expected.
        We don't have any semantics to tell the system it's a code listing.

        Paul: Why can't we have <codeblock> that goes and brings in the Java code?

        Don: The discussion is on getting non-XML content into your document.

        MP: If the simple requirement is to pull in simple text, then we should 



        go and do it.

        Paul: I'm trying to drill down to the right way to do this in DITA. It 
        makes sense to have a <codeblock> element and the question now is how do 
        I get the content from an external file into the <codeblock>?

        MP: My gut reaction is to put a nested element inside <codeblock> (rather 
        than use an attribute). I.e. specialize <xref> as part of the <codeblock> 
        specialization.

        Eliot: Why should it be limited to codeblock?

        MP: If we allow it anywhere, it will open a Pandora's box.

        Elliot: We're just bringing in text data -- I'd like to have that available 
        everywhere

        Paul: If we're going to get into referencing text in general, then we should 
        look at conref.

        MP: Our concern with allowing XInclude means users will use it instead 
        of conref and we loose our validation.

        Eliot: It would have to be limited to the text. The text would be treated 
        as if it was typed into the element at that location.

        Paul: I'm concerned using <xref> since <xref> does not pull text in, while 
        here that's what we want to do.

        Don: We need to concentrate on the syntax, not the formatting.

        Paul and MP suggested and discussed <textref>, to pull in inline text from 
        the referenced file.

        EH: I'd like to not limit it to CDATA, but reference a file that has some 
        structure, e.g. a file containing comma-separated values or a Wiki page.

        Eliot: That falls under <xref> domain.

        Paul suggested we vote to consider this user requirement for DITA 1.2 and 
        then reject this proposal. We'll ask Paul A or MP to come up with a new 
        proposal.

        Paul moved to accept the user requirement as a 1.2 feature. MP seconded.

        DECISION to accept this as a feature for inclusion in DITA 1.2.

        Don requested further comment on the list.

--Meeting adjourned at 09:00 PT--

5.  Announcements/Opens

    None.





DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 21 August 2007

Chaired by Don Day
Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 21 August 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    * not available yet for approval (14 August 2007)

3.  Business:

    1.  Prelim announcement: Second Life for DITA seminar after this meeting. 
        Send request for reservation info to "Christian Kravogel"  

    2.  ITEM: Review state of open proposals: What to work on today?

        1. 12013 - Referencing a range of elements (Etessam)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24913/ConrefRange.html (update)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00021.html (Raya comment)

            Yas: Proposal on the table is not complete. Questions about the scope 
            of the proposal.
            Proposal deals with users referencing range of elements via conref. 
            Open issue is how to deal with filtering conditions and expected results.
            Need to agree on what the accepted processing results would be.

            Discussion around the fact that the TC proposals should propose processing 
            that makes the most sense for the feature, not around what the Open 
            Toolkit (or another tool) does.

            MP asked Yas to set up a side call to discuss the proposal and implications.
            
            Don asked this is done after Robert comes back.
            
            Yas suggested to defer till September until everyone returns from vacation.
            
            ACTION: Jen/Alan to update the feature list about the deferral.

        2. 12055 - Define Map Referencing Behaviors (Anderson)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24910/IssueNumber12055.html

            Don asked to defer this to next week (RA still on vacation). No objections.

        3. #12008 - vocabulary and integration constraints (Erik)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/25027/IssueConstraints12008.html
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00063.html (Grosso response)



            EH walked through the proposal to introduce it to the TC.

            JoAnn: Is what you're describing for example I want to constrain programming 
            elements in a particular topic set. I want to remove all of programming 
            domain.

            EH: You can do that today by omitting it from the doctype shell.
            
            JH: How would that differ?

            EH: This would allow you to omit some of the programing domain elements, 
            or add additional constraints to some programming elements.

            JH: So if I wanted to constrain by removing <b> from <p>?

            EH: You could omit then from all contexts, not only from <p>.

            JH: So it has a global reach.

            EH: It would allow you you to take content model of <title> and restrict 
            it (e.g. title that does not allow <ph>).
            The two things this proposal lets you do are:
            1) wherever title appears remove title.
            2) pull in highlight domain but omit bold, allow only italic, and remove ph.
            You can't allow <b> only in <p> but not in title.

            MP: There's another proposal we're waiting on that allows to cross streams 
            and allows topics and domains to talk to each other. Until that comes 
            along, we can't cross streams. So when you constrain a structural element 
            it's globally constrained.

            MP: If you want to constrain <p>, it does not know about <b>, it only 
            knows about <ph>. So you'll be able to say you want to remove <ph>, 
            but you can't get rid of <b> (you'd have to remove <b> globally from 
            <ph> to achieve this).

            Don asked for the TC to review this proposal. Further discussion deferred 
            to next week.

        4. #12035 - generic collation element (Pickett)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/25030/dita-proposal-collation-newtemplate.html
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00064.html (Grosso response)

            Don: We need an advocate to speak for Deborah.
            
            Alan did a few weeks ago, but feels he's not well-versed enough to 
            do that today. Alan said he did see some good points mentioned on the 
            list.

            Don requested Alan to work with Deborah and review the comments by 
            next week and be prepared to summarize where we're at next week. 
            Deferred to next week.

        5. #12020 -  element (formerly "Verbatim inclusions of text")



            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00036.html (original Antonov proposal)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00050.html (latest)

            EK: Initial request had a pattern which I've had to use where you need 
            to combine #PCDATA content with attribute constraints in the <data> 
            element. Wanted a wrapper element around #PCDATA in order to have <data> 
            element constrained around the #PCDATA.

            The point was raised that there are places where #PCDATA is allowed, 
            but <ph> is not allowed (so we could not specialize off <ph>). So we 
            thought of having <text> that's allowed wherever #PCDATA is allowed.

            This is somewhat related to the referencing issue from last week, so 
            let's not relate this to Paul Antanov's proposal. 
            
            This issue stands on its own. Came up on list from Deborah.

            DP added a use case needing to conref text into a context where <ph> 
            is not allowed. That's why we proposed <text> that's valid wherever 
            #PCDATA is allowed.

            MP: In the past we used <keyword> to work around this issue. Would 
            <keyword> fulfill this need?

            EK: It comes down to what's allowable in the #PCDATA context. There 
            are several use cases that are not well met with the current DTDs.

            MP suggested forming a side group to discuss this and related requirements 
            to formulate a proposal.

            The TC requested Stan Doherty to take up this task as a principle coordinator 
            on this discussion.

            ACTION: Alan/Jen to ask Stan to drive doing more work on this proposal 
            to get the proposal to closure for voting.

--Meeting adjourned at 09:00 PT--

5.  Announcements/Opens

    None.



DITATCMeetingMinutes070828.txt[8/15/2019 7:39:42 AM]

DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 28 August 2007
Recorded by France Baril <france.baril@ixiasoft.com>
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 28 August 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

--

Approve minutes from previous business meetings: 
   http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00089.html (14 August 2007) 
   http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00091.html (21 August 2007) 

Don Day moves that we approve, Rob Frankland, seconds, no objection.
Don: 2 corrections to the agenda: 12060, off list and Second Life annoucnement already done last week.

--

Discussions on prepared proposals: 
1. #12055 - Define Map Referencing Behaviors (Anderson) 
   http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24910/IssueNumber12055.html 

Robert Anderson briefs us on the proposal: this is not the final wording, but it provides the guidelines on map 
referencing.

Paul G: There were off list discussions on August 20th and so forth… are issues closed? 

Rob: What needs to be resolved, was done during discussions. Suggestions on encoding behavior would extend the 
proposal. 

Eric: I don't think it is resolved. Once processing behavior starts being encoded, how does it stop?

Rob: Need to go on list for another week. 

Paul: I think it's important to bring back discussions online. Can you bring in back on list to TC?

ACTION Rob to sumarise and publish the issue on the list.
Don: This is differed for next week. 

--

2. #12008 - vocabulary and integration constraints (Hennum) 
   http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00083.html (use case, Priestley) 
   http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00096.html (update, Hennum) 
   http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00098.html (pickett) (latest)

Don: Here the agenda has key updates.
Erik H.: replied to Deb and swould like to suggest to review the proposal and see if medigate to some level complexity 
issues. 
MP: proposes to simplify the message 00096 to include details in issue 12008. 

Erik H.: Here is a walk throught changes:
- In solution section: bullets id the benefits of providing constraints. 
- Constraint implementation is a new section that explains that this proposal does not superseed XML Schema and 
DTD mechanisms.
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- Constraint rule is a new section. It clarifies formally what constraint means.
- Section on declaring constraint: It has been rewritten based on comments: do not declare constaints at element 
level, but rather at module level.  
- The section on conref and generalisation processing teases out the effects of constraints of conref in generalisation: 
what's prevented, and allowed. 
- Finally, schema implementation and DTD have been revised from element to module granularity.

Eliot: About conreffing topic… why conref a topic instead of a map to pull it in. 
Erik: I meant to say conref element from a topic, not just a topic.
Erik: To people interested in complimentary proposal for unifyinig topics and domains: would like to have draft done 
today to be able to send it for preliminary review this week to people who had interest and then to the TC next week or 
by this end of this week.

Don: Are we ready to vote on this?
Erik: We had already approved this as a candidate, since the design was updated yesterday, it is too soon to vote, so we 
better wait next week.
Don: Then we could have both for consideration next week. Please everyone read closely and we will review next week.

--

3. #12035 - generic collation element (Pickett) 
" http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00080.html (update, Pickett) 

Alan stepping in on Deb behalf… Can summarise outstanding issues: 
Don: no action on this today?
Alan: can we have brief discussion on issues at hand?
Don: any comments?
Alan: If none: this comment involve clarity and precision on the language. Difficult to fix with 2 other issues: 1. There 
seem to be a possible conflict with list in index-sort-as and which would take precedent… I think there is room for both 
in the DITA specs. 
Mpriestley: We are doing something in 1.2 implementation that resolves the conflict with index-sort-as.
Alan: Will check. Other issue: The proposal does not mention rules for the sorting. Using locale to instantiante sorting 
role.
Paul: Still not sure I understand because DITA does not yet have details on sorting of indexes.
Eliot: It is scary to have no indication on processing expectations. Collation rules are always going to be locale defined. 
It gives you a place to name rule.
Eliot: All DITA needs to do is provide a collation rule when needed, and it's there to use for stuff more advanced for 
those who want it. 
Paul: It does not define any processing at all, by definition DITA does not define processing, it does not define redition 
specifics. But it is a fact that to do collation right, you have to have collation properties.
Eliot: What user can expect from vanilla spec? DITA spec define processing for conref and other things...
Don: can we call processing behavior instead?
Paul: Yes maybe, it's a fuzzy line to define vocabulaty to use for that. If someone pickups DITA specs and use collation, 
will they see anything diff? No, not unless they have extra processing that goes beyong what DITA says. To use 
collation takes a key, but the key does not require you to do collation.
Alan:  And why not specify that you have to take it. This is an issue for search results.
Paul: Stuff to kick around… will take it to email. Interesting to talk about what to do about errors. If we decide not to 
define processing with it, it may not need to say anything about errors. 
Eliot: Probably need to say if processor decide to use it how it should use it: with multiple collate-as element, how do 
you decide which one to use? 
Paul: What the DITA specs should say is that if there is more then one elem, use the first, but maybe someone will 
decide to use the 2nd.
Eliot: We are defining what to do if I have 2 lang: one says Jap, one says English. Somewhere, we have to say what 
processing does either as a rule or as a guideline.
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MP. We are not defining behavior, we do not, we can leave it to implementors to implement.
Eliot: We should have at least guidelines.
Eliot: Don't see problems in having applicability rules for collate-as. It is not the same as defining processing. 
Paul: Collate-as provides a sort of metadata piece of info for its parent. We could say that the 1st collate-as child gives 
collate-as value for that parent… then we have addressed the issue without saying what is an error and what is not.  Is 
this reasonable?
Alan: What if I want to choose another one?
Don: issue to take to the list at is point?
Eliot, Alan, Paul: Yes, yes, yes.

--
(Note: Discussing is on12 060, not 12 020, there was an error in the agenda. The first link is valide for 12 060, not the 
two others.)
4. #12020 - <text> element (NOT same as "Verbatim inclusions of text") 
" http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200707/msg00036.html 
" http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00050.html 
" http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00099.html (pickett) (latest) 

Paul: We agreed that MP will have another proposal for design.
MP: Yes, this is waiting on me. 12 020 is  not ready for proposal, it should be differed to next week.
Paul:  Deb sent mess on 14ht, who is doing.
Eliot: The requirement documents have links for proposal for Prescod from Nov. 2005… 
Paul: confused by links, need to have …leader. 
Stan Dorothee thinks he was champion and drop the ball, will send mail to summarise and see if Oaul P proposal still 
viable. 

ACTION: Michael to provide the new design proposal.
ACTION: Stan to summarise the issue and see if Paul P's proposal is still viable.

--
End of discussion on proposals.
--

Other dicussions:
2. ITEM: Translation SC: draft available for approval 
 Best Practice for Leveraging Legacy Translation Memory when Migrating to DITA 
 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00097.html 

Don: Last night JoAnn sent updates, are there any comments?
DonL I move that we accept the document as up loaded, as a committee draft.
Alan Hoser seconds.
No objection.

JoAnn: Please members of committeee send this to people. Qst about loosing TM assets comes up, and this answers the 
concerns. 
Don: JoAnn you have a great success rate?
JoAnn: We had a project with 70% exact matching from Word documents to DITA. 

3. FYI: Requirements document for Acronym (DITA Translation SC): 
 http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/AcronymRequirements 

Don: I would like to remind you that the translation TC has a document on handling acronyms. Please take a look, 
Consider use cases in your organizations. Things that may not have been considered in this document. Additional 
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requirements and comments would give opportnity for great design work.

Expecting comments in two weeks so subcomittee can work with it. 

JoAnn: Please also look at the draft in the archive of the subcommittee page, the best practices for conref are closely 
related () to other is best practices. This one is a proposal, but best practices would give info on what issues are found in 
translating conrefs.

Don: does this item have a number on list yet?
JoAnn: Yes but, I don't remember what it was.

4. ITEM: DITA 1.1 errata collection 
 Any more? How soon to close on a 1.1.1 patch update? 
 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00094.html 
 http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00095.html 

Eric Sirois and others have been working on the Schema issues. Are we close to resolving issues with the different 
parsers' logics?
Eric: yes we have gotten rid of the issue.
Don: Should we make the patch available as quickly as we can or should we wait for other bugs? So what is the timing 
for posting this patch?
All: No answer
Don: next week, two weeks? 
Paul: We don't have erratum process? Do we.
Don: We don't have an errata. It means going through approval process. 
Paul: Only way to solve bug = new release? 
Eliot: We have something that points to errata page. 
Paul: We should just announce that there then… I don't want us to find ourselves doing a release once a week.
Don: If not a critical patch, we should wait to have more bugs resolved. 
Don: We'll keep it as live issue and keep it for next week. 
8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens 

8:55 Meeting is adjourned 
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Chaired by Don Day
Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 4 September 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/25141/DITATCMeetingMinutes070828.txt (28 August 2007)

    Accepted by acclamation.

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Prepared proposals:

        1.  Revisit #12055 - Define Map Referencing Behaviors (Anderson)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24910/IssueNumber12055.html
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00112.html (Robert's request for input)

            Continue discussions on the list. Revisit next week.

            ACTION: Robert to send another note to the list to be sure we'll make 
            progress on this item.

        2.  Revisit #12008 - vocabulary and integration constraints (Hennum)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00096.html (update, Hennum)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00103.html (Hennum response to Pickett)

            EH: We should discuss this item with #12010, since they are related.

            RA: We need to be sure generalization is well thought out and documented 
            too, not only specialization constraints.

            EH: That's towards the end of the proposal (bulleted item).

            Don asked everyone to review. Revisit next week with #12010.

        3.  Revisit #12035 - generic collation element (Pickett)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00080.html (update, Pickett)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00108.html (Eliot's rollup of discussions)

            EK summarized the main points that came out of the conf call.

            Some debate between PG and EK on how much of the discussion language 
            should make it into the proposal. PG prefers to not obligate processors
            to use the new element, while DP and EK feel they should.



            Continue discussing on-list to work towards a new proposal.

        4. Status on #12020 - Allow easy reuse of small pieces of text
            * awaiting re-summarization of divergent threads (MP, Doherty)

            SD: We do have a proposal from DITA 1.1, focused on keyword nesting.
            When we moved this to 1.2, the scope of focus became more general beyond 
            keyword nesting to the reuse of small bits of text from anywhere to 
            anywhere. DP has been writing comments beyond the scope of the original 
            focus. Suggest breaking this up into 2 items:
            1. Existing proposal from 1.1 that addresses <keyword> nesting.
            2. New proposal for reusing text anywhere that maybe DP could write up.

            MP is worried that introducing <text> means the lowest level of reuse 
            in DITA will have no semantics. When people start specializing, it's
            likely to get out of hand, e.g. specializing <text> inside <ph> that 
            has no real semantics. Maybe by allowing nesting of <keyref> we could 
            achieve what they need, though the trade-off would be uncontrolled 
            element nesting (leading to poor usability).

            Don wonders whether <text> should be allowed but not allow it to be 
            specialized in order to address these concerns.

            MP: Exceptions in the architecture create their own confusion with users.

            EK: One of the reasons for this proposal is because <ph> is not allowed 
            in every place text (#PCDATA) is allowed.

            Discussion on whether <keyword> would be suitable instead of <ph>.

            MP suggested adding <text> but restrict its use to only inside <keyword> 
            and <ph>. This allows a portion of a keyword or phrase to be reused 
            without the negative side effects that have been raised.

            EK: We need to scan the declarations to be sure that every place #PCDATA 
            is allowed also allows either <keyword> or <ph>.

            Summary: Proposal boils down to allowing new <text> element in <keyword> 
            and <ph> and any specializations thereof.

            ACTION: SD to summarize our discussion and post to the list, for further 
            discussion on-list.

            Revisit next week.

        5. New: #12010 - unify topics and domains (Hennum)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200709/msg00000.html (proposal)

            EH requested this item be deferred to next week.

    2.  Reminder: 1 week left to review and add to Translation SC Acronym requirements:
        * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/AcronymRequirements

        Don reminded the TC members to review and comment on the requirements before 



        next meeting.

    3.  Revisit ITEM: DITA 1.1 errata collection
        * Any more? How soon to close on a 1.1.1 patch update?
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00094.html
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00095.html

        Discussion on whether we should put out an official 1.1.1 or just document this 
        on an errata page.

        ACTION: RA to create an errata page, then Don will update the TC public 
        homepage to point to the errata page.

5.  Announcements/Opens

    1.  DITA in Second Life meeting tonight, see notice in dita-users. 

--Meeting adjourned at 09:00 PT--
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Chaired by Don Day
Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

PENDING VOTES
-------------

The following items will be voted upon at the next TC meeting:

1.  Proposals 12008 and 12010

-------------

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 11 September 2007 at 08:00am PT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200709/msg00013.html (4 September 2007)

    Accepted by acclamation.

3.  Business:

    1.  ISSUE: Complexity of proposals
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200709/msg00031.html (Paul Grosso)
        * Note from Don: expect replies in the list (too slow archive response to get links for now)

        Discussion...

        Michael: The point in the process for this decision is when the proposal 
        is ready for voting on. The design-approve status means the design has 
        been approved by the TC for inclusion in the release.

        Further discussion...

        ACTION: Robert, Michael and Geoff to provide outline of anticipated 
        changes to 1.2 architectural spec for discussion at next week's meeting.

        Paul suggested that when we close a topic (and for other major 
        decisions), we note in the minutes that discussion is closed and we'll 
        vote the next week and then people will know it's coming and can pipe up. 
        If no-one pipes up, we can vote on it the next week and there should not 
        be any surprise objections when it's brought up for vote.

        DECISION [by acclamation]: The TC formally accepted Paul's suggested 
        change to the TC process.

    2.  ITEM: Prepared proposals:



        1.  Revisit #12055 - Define Map Referencing Behaviors (Anderson)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24910/IssueNumber12055.html
            * See extensive list discussion

            Continue discussion on the TC email list. 
            Revisit next week.

        2.  Items #12008 and #12010 are being discussed together at Erik's request.
            
            1.  Revisit #12008 - vocabulary and integration constraints (Hennum)
                * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/25090/IssueConstraints12008.html (update, Hennum) 

                Erik: This proposal has been stable for the past 2 weeks.

            2.  New: #12010 - unify topics and domains (Hennum)
                * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/25248/IssueDomainTopic12010.html

                Erik: This week I added a section about what happens during 
                generalization when the source or target text is unknown. I also
                added some text in response to an email from DP.

            Erik: I'm interested in any specifics that need clarification in 
            either proposal.

            Erik: Each proposal includes details of the DTD and Schema changes. 
            I encourage people to take a look at them.

            DECISION [by acclamation]: to stage items 12008 and 12010 for vote 
            next week.

            ACTION: TC requested Gershon to add a "pending votes" section to top 
            of the minutes and on Wiki home page above the agenda.

--Meeting adjourned at 09:00 PT--

        3.  Revisit #12035 - generic collation element (Pickett)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00080.html (update, Pickett)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00108.html (Eliot's rollup of discussions)
            * No recent discussion--ready to approve design?

        4.  Status on #12020 - Allow easy reuse of small pieces of text
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200709/msg00015.html (Updated strategy, Stan)
            * Have a discussion to make certain we understand the needs and approach

5.  Announcements/Opens
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Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

PENDING VOTES
-------------

The following items will be voted upon at the next TC meeting:

1.  None.

-------------

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 18 September 2007 at 08:00am PT.

1.  Roll call

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200709/msg00037.html (11 September 2007)

    Accepted by acclamation.

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Proposals for vote:

        1.  #12008 - vocabulary and integration constraints (Hennum)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/25090/IssueConstraints12008.html

            No additional comments from the TC.

            DECISION: TC accepted by acclamation proposal 12008.

        2.  #12010 - unify topics and domains (Hennum)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita/download.php/25248/IssueDomainTopic12010.html

            Paul brought the TC's attention to the two draft-comments. 

            First draft comment: The behavior described above for unknown 
            modules is consistent with the DITA 1.1 specification and 
            implementable. However, as long as we're reexamining the issue, 
            would there be more value in having a simpler, consistent rule 
            (either pessimistic for safety or optimistic for utility)?

            Erik: Currently, unknown structural modules are assumed not to be in 
            the target, while unknown domain modules are assumed to be present 
            in the target.
            
            Erik: It is possible to have modules that can't be inferred from the 
            source and target. What should the policy be for such modules?



            Jim suggested removing the draft comment since we can't change the 
            behavior currently stated in the architectural spec in a point 
            release of the standard.

            Second draft comment: The Architectural Specification specifies 
            something slightly different for resolving conflicts, but that would 
            appear to be unsafe. If a <javaClass> topic can contain only a 
            <javaMethod> topic but the generalizer specifies a source of 
            javaMethod and a target of reference, the <javaClass> would end up 
            containing a <reference>, which would be invalid.
            
            The TC noted that this section of the architectural spec needs to be 
            rewritten as a result of this feature proposal, and we will ensure
            completeness and consistency as part of our technical review of the 
            spec.

            DECISION: TC accepted by acclamation proposal 12010 with the 
            deletion of the two draft comments.

    2.  ITEM: Review prepared proposals:

        1.  Revisit #12055 - Define Map Referencing Behaviors (Anderson)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24910/IssueNumber12055.html
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200709/msg00047.html (last discussion, Priestley)

            Discussions both on and off list are still on-going.

            Revisit next week.

            ACTION: Robert to summarize decisions to the list and submit a 
            clarified proposal for consideration next week.

        2.  #12020 - Allow easy reuse of small pieces of text
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200709/msg00030.html (Updated proposal, Deborah - posted by Stan)
            * From Deborah: "Just a clarification... the PDF elides some 
              draft-comment remarks, which speak of whether exists only where  
              doesn't, or only where both and don't. There are probably other 
              points where the draft proposal differs from what was discussed by 
              the TC live. As Stan said, it's only intended to be a basis for 
              further discussion. (On that note, did we miss any use cases?)"

            The current proposal is that for any element that currently allows 
            #PCDATA but not <ph>, we will add <text> to that element.

            MP: That's different from what I proposed. I proposed that any 
            element that allows #PCDATA that does not allow either <keyword> or 
            <ph> must allow either <keyword> or <ph>.

            ACTION: MP to respond to the list in reply to message 30, to clarify
            the crux of the proposal.

            Revisit next week.



        3.  Revisit #12035 - generic collation element (Pickett)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00080.html (update, Pickett)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200708/msg00108.html (Eliot's rollup of discussions)
            * No recent discussion--ready to approve design?

            Don asked for someone to be a proxy for DP to help us move this 
            proposal forward. No-one volunteered.

            The TC briefly discussed the proposal and realized we need to wait 
            for Deborah to provide her updates when she's ready.

            ACTION: Jen and Alan to confer with remaining items on our list 
            and to have any proposals that are ready for discussion to be 
            available next week for discussion.

        4.  Reviewing TOC for 1.2 documentation
            * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Draft_1.2_TOC
            
            MP: Please take a look at the above URL. We have been working on the 
            TOC of the new documentation set to move items out into new 
            separate documents and to add placeholders for new content.
            Any input/feedback will be most welcome.
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From: Michael Priestley <mpriestl@ca.ibm.com>
To: dita@lists.oasis-open.org
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approve minutes: 
don moves to approve 
rob frankland seconds 
accepted by acclamation 

don: 
keep an eye on daylight savings time - coming up for eastern time zone in US, which sets time for TC calls 

12055 - define map referencing behavior 
defer to next week, discussion being taken back to the list 

12020 - allow easy reuse of small pieces of text 
need to pick up proposal in list discussion, identify any outstanding issues 
stan doherty to followup with deborah pickett to create consolidated proposal 

spec toc: 
- please review since it is input to the discussion of scope for 1.2 
- note that it assumes specializations will now be documented in separate documents on a per-package or industry basis 

missing designs: 
- general task type 

next proposals: 

- note design proposal templates have space for literal text for spec 
- design cutoffs third week of november 
- aim for complete spec draft end of year 
- then spec review in spring 
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12024, 12040 - ready in 1 month 

12007 - keyref/indirect referencing - MP to take first steps, set up first mtg 

12008, 12010: AH to update list to show design-approved 

12011 - general task type - Yas Etessam to schedule next mtg for working group - meeting details to follow 

12013 - referencing range of elements: Yas to schedule mtg 

12014, 12015 - MP need to update use case for 12014, then propose - no other working group members 

12016 - MP to update use cases, review with workgroup members: AH, EK, MP, Steve Manning, Erik Hennum 

12020 - handled above, to review next week 

12021 - nested sections: need Jim Earley to update - ask again next week 

12026 - glossary: EH will work on this after 12031 

12031 - taxonomies/controlled values: EH to submit updated design to interested parties this week/next 

12035 - generic collation element: waiting on update from Deborah Pickett - DD to followup 

12047 - moving mapsetref, topicsetref etc. into mapgroup domain - EK will pick up next month 

learning and training specializations: should also be contributed by third week november 

Michael Priestley
Lead IBM DITA Architect 
mpriestl@ca.ibm.com
http://dita.xml.org/blog/25
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 2 October 2007
Recorded by John Hunt <john_hunt@us.ibm.com>
The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 2 October 2007 at 11:00am ET
for 60 minutes.

Roll call
We have quorum.

1) Approve minutes from previous business meeting:
*http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200709/msg00058.html (25 September 2007)

Don Day makes motion to approve the minutes.
2nd by Michael Priestley.
Minutes approved by aclaimation.

Business:

Review prepared proposals:

1. Revisit #12055 - Define Map Referencing Behaviors (Anderson)

Don Day - Invites discussion on proposal.
Jeff Ogden - Provides background on the proposal and indicates the discussants have reached good general agreement 
about map referencing behavior is that the referencing map wins out over referenced map.
Discussion about details, in particular, to what degree can a specializer override the default behavior, and how to encode 
this in the processing. 
Would like to separate how to handle overrides from the basic proposal.

Main issue - is this a good description of cascading behavior for contexts in map-to-map references?

Motion by Don Day to schedule this item for vote next week, seconded by RDA. 
Motion approved: Item #12055 scheduled for vote next week.

2. Update on #12020 - Allow easy reuse of small pieces of text (Doherty)
Stan Doherty: Have a convergent working proposal, based on exchange with Michael Priestley, Deborah Picket, and 
Stan Doherty.

Substance of proposal is to allow text in ph, keyword, term, and tm.

One open question from DP: If we're adding text to ph, keyword, term, tm, then is it okay to use specialized text also for 
these four elements? 

MP - Agrees, text should be available for specialization like anything else.

SD - Will get back to DP, and request that she prepare a finished proposal by the end of the week.

DD - If we have an update by end of week, we'll put this item on the agenda for discussion and action next Tuesday.

3. Status on #12021 - nested sections (can Jim Earley update soon?)
Jim not on the call today, so deferring on this today.
MP - To contact Jim about status of the proposal.

4. Update on learning sub-committee status.
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John Hunt - Reports that learning sub-committee is readying a draft specification for learning topic types, map, 
interactions, and metadata domains, and will have it ready for TC review by the first meeting in November. Working 
design and draft spec available as an OT plugin on the SC documents page, see http://www.oasis-
open.org/apps/org/workgroup/dita-learningspec/download.php/25497/learningsc_plugin.zip.

5. ITEM: Reviewing TOC for 1.2 documentation
Jeff Ogden, Robert Anderson, Michael Priestley have been revising the architectural spec outline.
MP has some trouble saving some edits to the wiki, so the latest updates may not be not showing in the wiki.
MP goes over the proposed changes and consolidation to the spec TOC, mainly to re-organize the sections on 
specialization.

DITA processing contains a lot of new stuff. Under consideration is splitting out to a processing spec. Quite a bit of new 
content potentially needs to be included.
Specialization section re-organized. 

Outside arch spec is the base language specification, then a (relatively short) processing specification, the core utility 
specializations utilities domain, map, then core content specializations, then domains, then map-based specializations, 
then semantic linking and taxonomies, then the sub-committee specializations (machine industry, learning and training, 
context-sensitive help).

The re-factoring communicates more effectively what parts of the spec are core, what parts are specializations. 

This leads to question of what is a conforming DITA application - does it have to support all of the specializations? To 
what degree can we expect specializers to change/override behaviors through specialization?

Key questions - is the scope for 1.2 containable? 

Need to make making careful use of terms must, should, may, must not, should not, may not. Jeff Ogden to circulate 
proposal for use of those terms in the spec.

Discussion about scope. Do we consider an application conforming, but do not support the specialized behavior of all 
the the specializations?

DD - Any compliant tool needs to support any specialization by fall-through. Bookmap as example of special support 
that might be needed for a specialization, such as the bookmap metadata.

Discussion - MP, PP
When we get to certifications, then we need to have them at a more granular level. The rule is spec approval requires at 
least three users/certifications.

Core specializations need to be implemented by all. For things like taxonomies or the industry specializations, support 
for a DITA application is optional.

Plan - TOC is a draft intended to inform discussion about scope, core v. extended, and specialization support beyond 
what's in the standard.

Suggestion for 3 discussions.
1) What does it mean to be a conforming application?
2) General review of the core structure of the TOC
3) Scope discussion (needs to happen by end of November).

DD - suggests to advance scope discussion in our priorities.

Jeff O. to initiate the three threads of discussion. MP to post his thoughts as a starter.
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6. New ITEM: URI Scheme for TC Subcommittees (Sirois
* http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00000.html
Did not get to this. Deferred to a future meeting.

7. New ITEM: Discerning mandates from "expected default behavior" in the Specs
Deferred to a future meeting, possibly pulled back into one of sub-discussions in #5

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens

8:55 Meeting Adjourns.



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 9 October 2007

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

PENDING VOTES
-------------

The following items will be voted upon at the next TC meeting:

1.  #12020 - Allow easy reuse of small pieces of text (Doherty)

-------------

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 9 October 2007 at 08:00am PT for
60 minutes.

1.  Roll call

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00018.html (2 October 2007)

    Accepted by acclamation.

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Proposals for vote:
        
        1.  Revisit #12055 - Define Map Referencing Behaviors (Anderson)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/24910/IssueNumber12055.html

            Accepted by acclamation.

    2.  ITEM: Review prepared proposals:

        1.  Update on #12020 - Allow easy reuse of small pieces of text (Doherty)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00020.html

            SD summarized (was not at computer, so could not give specific
            details): Add <ph> to 5 elements and add <text> to 4 elements.

            MP: We'll hope folks look this over to ensure none of these changes 
            will cause problems with specializations.

            ACTION: RA to check to ensure none of these changes will negatively
            affect specialization.

            DECISION by acclamation: Put #12020 up for vote next meeting. TC
            members to perform final review before then. Any comments should
            be sent to the list ASAP for discussion and resolution before the
            next TC meeting.



        2.  Status on #12021 - nested sections (MP action to Jim Earley)

            JE: I'm still working on it. We'll need to talk to MP about this. 
            Hope to have the proposal ready for review next week.

    3.  ITEM: Reviewing TOC for 1.2 documentation
        * http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Draft_1.2_TOC
        * Suggestion for 3 discussions:
            1. What does it mean to be a conforming application?
            2. General review of the core structure of the TOC
            3. Scope discussion (needs to happen by end of November). 
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00004.html (suggestions-Ogden)

            Jeff's note adds:
            How much flexibility do specializers have to make exceptions to 
            behaviors that are outlined in the DITA standard?

            Work on items 2, 3 and 4 from Jeff's note:

            2) Is the scope of DITA 1.2 as it is shaping up too large? Is the 
            DITA specification becoming too complex?

                The TC feels that now is not yet the right time to discuss this.
                Jeff/Robert will send a note to the list raising this issue when 
                the time is right.

            3) What does it mean when we say that an implementation supports the 
            DITA standard? Is the entire standard required or are some parts 
            optional?

                MP: The DITA standard consists of 3 parts:
                * The core standard
                * The standardized specializations (lower level of support 
                  needed)
                * Specializations that are not part of the standard. Such user 
                  specializations are outside the scope of the standard.

                Don: Specializations come from 2 sources: the TC and the 
                Subcommittees. Are there any differences in procedure for these 
                2 cases?

                JO: I guess not; they are supposed to follow the same rules.

            4) How much flexibility do specializers have to make exceptions to 
            behaviors that are outlined in the DITA standard?

                JO: We had good discussions. MP has a more liberal approach, 
                whereas I feel we should not permit as much flexibility.

                MP: I'm drawing the line between syntax and behavior. Syntax
                must be preserved. Everything beyond there is pretty contextual.

                JE: There are edge cases where we've had to deviate from the 



                standard in order to achieve the specialization we needed. 
                Though these are minor deviations that could be easily 
                transformed back into standard DITA.

                Discussion...

                MP: If someone wants to override the stated default behavior 
                (for some good reason), I don't think we should call that going 
                against the DITA spec.

                Discussion...

                Don requested we move this discussion to the email list.

                Yet further discussion...

                Don asked us to take items 3 and 4 off into 2 discussions next
                week. In the meantime, continue discussions on-list.

--Out of time. Meeting adjourned.--

    4.  ITEM: MUST, SHOULD, MAY rollup?
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00013.html (Priestley) 

    5.  New ITEM: URI Scheme for TC Subcommittees (Sirois)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00000.html 

    6.  New ITEM: Discerning mandates from "expected default behavior" in the Specs
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200709/msg00070.html (Ogden)
        * "And separately we want to bring the issue of exceptions for specializations 
            or really what parts of the DITA Standard are mandates and what 
            parts are descriptions of the expected default behavior up for 
            discussion by the DITA TC as a whole."
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 16 October 2007

(Recorded by Alan Houser <arh@groupwellesley.com>)

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 16 October 2007 at 11:00am EDT
for 60 minutes.

1.  Roll call
    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00024.html (9 October 2007)
    Approved by acclamation.

Business Items

Business:
 1. ITEM: Reviewing prepared proposals

  1. Proposal #12020: Generic "text" element

   * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/25723/IssueNumber12020.html

Stan Doherty -- Proposal adds <ph> to 5 elements and <text> to another
four. Allows small reuse of text and make extensible.

Michael Priestley -- Tech requirements call out which content models are
changing. Even though small number of CMs are changing, has effect on
large number of specializations. Effect on specializations is not
spelled out. Should be in proposal. For example, all specializations get
<keyword>, even though some are specializations of keyword.

For each specialization -- proposal needs to specify whether each
specialization will get: text, keyword, or ph. Also issue with text of
proposal regarding <keyword> lack of semantics.

Action: Will request that Deborah Pickett update proposal. If DP agrees
with MP’s comments, will be up for vote.

 1. ITEM: Review prepared proposals:

  1. ITEM: #12013 Referencing a range of elements (Etassam)
   * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/25611/dita_1.3_conrefrange_v3.html

Michael Gannon -- current conref mechanism only supports a single
element. Proposal supports referencing a range of nodes by addressing
the first and last node in the range. Intermediate nodes need not have
an id attribute. Existing conref attr marks start of range. New
conrefend marks end of range. Existance of conrefend indicates range. 

Beginning and end must be of same type. Must be same as or
generalizerable back to same type as referencing element. Parent must be
generalizable to same type. 
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Eliot Kimber -- Why this constraint? 

Michael Priestley -- Current proposal preserves promise of conref
validity. Also checks container element for validity of conref’ed range.
Proposal supports conref of a range of steps -- a popular use case. 

MP proposes to stage for formal vote, Michael Gannon seconds.

Staged for vote next week.

 1. ITEM: MUST, SHOULD, MAY rollup

  * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00013.html (Priestley)

Jeff Ogden -- not controversial We just need to agree which one to use
where, and be consistent. 

1. How much flexibility do specializers have to make exceptions to
behaviors that are outlined in the DITA standard? 

This is a spin off from issue 12055, but it is also related to item #3
above. I’ll send out another message later today or tomorrow to outline
the issue. 

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00025.html 

Move to email discussion on TC list.

----

2. What does it mean when we say that an implementation supports the DITA standard? Is the entire standard required 
or are some parts optional? 

MP -- dependent on item 1.

1. Is the approach outlined in the proposed DITA 1.2 documentation TOC a
good approach? 

The proposed TOC is available here:
http://wiki.oasis-open.org/dita/Draft_1.2_TOC 

MP -- Jeff or I will kick off discussion after 1 and 2 are resolved. 

1. Is the scope of DITA 1.2 as it is shaping up too large? Is the DITA
specification becoming too complex? 

MP -- These are larger issues with cascading effects. Not comfortable
staging for discussion next week. 

JO -- suggestion -- include at end of TC regular business agendas, for
discussion over several weeks. 

JO -- Encourage all to contribute. Even if you have no opinion, say so
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on the list.

----

Action: MP has keyref proposal ready. Contact MP if you would like to
participate in reviewing proposal.

----

New ITEM: URI Scheme for TC Subcommittees (Sirois)

      http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00000.html

Eric Sirois -- as subcommittees are preparing to deliver DTDs and
schemas, 1.1 introduces uri scheme to uniquely identify components of
schemas. Proposal is to extend uri scheme to subcommittees. Main
difference from dita 1.1, add two pieces of information: 

- SC for subcommittee 

- Subcommittee name 

Would allow unambiguous referencing of DTDs/schema in catalogs and
documentation. 

Discussion deferred until next week. Please comment on-list.

Adjourned at noon EDT.



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 23 October 2007

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

PENDING VOTES
-------------

The following items will be voted upon at the next TC meeting:

1.  No pending votes this week

-------------

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 23 October 2007 at 08:00am PT for
60 minutes.

1.  Roll call

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/25753/DITA_TC.16.Oct.07.txt  (16 October 2007)

    Accepted by acclamation.

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Proposals for vote:
        
        1.  ITEM: #12020: Generic "text" element
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/25790/IssueNumber12020.html  (Pickett)

            DESIGN APPROVED: Accepted by acclamation.
        
        2.  ITEM: #12013 Referencing a range of elements (Etassam)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/25611/dita_1.3_conrefrange_v3.html 

            DESIGN APPROVED: Accepted by acclamation.

    2.  ITEM: Review prepared proposals:

        1.  New ITEM: #12031 - Controlled Values (Hennum--ready for discussion?
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00029.html

            Erik walked the TC through the proposal in detail.

            JO: Some users specialize topicrefs. I am worried about specializing 
            topicref in a way that's not related to topicrefs at all. I'm also 
            worried about what happens when a processor that does not understand 
            the spec generalizes [this special map] and then tries to compose 
            the map.



            DISCUSSION...

            Eliot: There are 3 cases:
            1) taxonomy doc 
            2) want to render it 
            3) want both rendered and as list of controlled values; i.e. I'd like 
               to publish the taxonomy of controlled values.

            DISCUSSION around specifying whether a specialization should be 
            processed and/or rendered

            The TC agreed to take the discussions to the list.

        2.  Poll for what's available next week

            Keyref proposal [MP]: We had one call yesterday to hash through the 
            proposal and look at the various use cases. We will meet again later 
            today. The proposal is progressing well. We expect to have a 
            proposal ready in time to discuss next week.

            John Hunt: The learning SC plans to have a completed design and lang
            spec submitted in time for discussion at the next TC meeting.

    3.  ITEM: Review of "Items for discussion" list in the Frontpage

        Keep discussing on the list.

    4.  ITEM: URI Scheme for TC Subcommittees (Sirois)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00000.html

        DISCUSSION on the scope of the naming convention defined here. Agreement
        it would be adopted by the TC and SCs. Should 3rd parties (e.g. companies)
        also use this naming convention?

        Out of time. The chair requested Jeff to take discussion to the list and
        make a decision next week.

    5.  New ITEM: Missing <group> definitions for elements in domains (Sirois)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00039.html

        ES: The need to specifically reference specific elements in a domain.
        This is possible in DTDs, but the schema design did not allow that. The
        fixes to create groups for these elements to enable specializers to 
        reference those elements need to be added. No changes to the content 
        models, only giving the ability for specializers to access elements like 
        they can in DTDs.

        DECISION by acclamation: Eric to update the XSD files and to post the 
        fixed schema files. Need to add a link to the fixed files on the 
        DITA 1.1 errata/bug page.

4.  Announcements/Opens



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 30 October 2007

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

PENDING VOTES
-------------

The following items will be voted upon at the next TC meeting:

1.  No pending votes this week

-------------

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 30 October 2007 at 08:00am PT for
60 minutes.

1.  Roll call

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00044.html (23 October 2007)

    Accepted by acclamation.

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Proposals for Design Approval vote:

        None this week

    2.  ITEM: Review prepared proposals:

        1.  ITEM #12031 - Controlled Values (Hennum)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00029.html
            * No new list discussion--ready for move to vote?

            Eric: Submission for vote is pending the keys proposal.

            Revisit next week.

        2.  ITEM: #12007 - Indirect reference/keyref proposal (Ogden et al.)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00053.html

            JO: It's not ready for approval yet. Awaiting review input.

            JO: Will this proposal meet the needs of the controlled values 
            proposal?
            EH offered to review it for Controlled Values.

            JO: The syntax we should use is an area we're not fully closed on
            and would appreciate input on.



            ACTION: JO to send email to list to try to invoke discussions.

            Revisit next week.

        3.  ITEM #12058 - Specialization for learning and training (Hunt)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00055.html

            JH gave an overview of the proposal.

            The TC is requested to review the proposal for discussion over the 
            next few weeks.

        4.  ITEM #12021 - Nesting sections (Early)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00056.html
            * note list discussion on this

            JE gave a high-level overview of the proposal.

            Chris: In discussiions with the machine industry, the possibility of
            nested sections has come up. It boils down to how you define what a 
            topic is.

            MP: We cleaned up the definiton of what a topic is in 1.1 to try to
            avoid this issue that a topic must stand alone.

            Don suggested we look at the use cases to check that the design
            meets the use cases.

--Out of time. Meeting adjourned.--

    3.  ITEM: URI Scheme for TC Subcommittees (Sirois)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00000.html
        * continued from last week 

    4.  ITEM: Request approval of Translation SC paper:
        * Best Practice for Using the DITA Conref attribute for Translation
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00052.html 

    5.  ITEM: Review of "Items for discussion" list in the Frontpage
        * How much flexibility for specializers?

4.  Announcements/Opens



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 6 November 2007

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

PENDING VOTES
-------------

The following items will be voted upon at the next TC meeting:

1.  ITEM #12058 - Specialization for learning and training (Hunt)

2.  ITEM #12021 - Nesting sections (Early)

-------------

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 6 November 2007 at 08:00am PT for
60 minutes.

1.  Roll call

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00000.html (30 October 2007)

    Accepted by acclamation.

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Proposals for Design Approval vote:

        None this week

    2.  ITEM: Feature review (Houser)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00003.html

        Michael led the drive through the features list. Robert updated the Wiki 
        on the fly.

        12007 - Michael: Making progress. Michael feels we can get this item 
        into the end-of-year draft.

        12014 and 12015 - Michael: Planning to work on them next week. Need to 
        add use cases.

        12016 - Eliot: Replaced by or subsumed into the keyref proposal. At this 
        point I'd withdraw this proposal, since keyref addresses most of the 
        things this proposal addresses.
        MP: I think there's some overlap, but this proposal includes pattern 
        matching, which keyref does not handle.
        EK: I prefer to defer this to a later DITA release.



        MP agreed we should defer this one.

        DECISION by acclamation: Drop 12016 from DITA 1.2 scope.

        12021 - MP: Jim Early submitted a design proposal, but we have not 
        approved it yet. Up for discussion today.

        12026 - EH not on call. 
        MP: Erik has been working on this. They're working hard to submit a 
        proposal soon.

        12035 - MP: Not sure where this proposal is sitting. Proposal currently 
        needs some work. TC agreed to split this into two proposals.
        Don asked MP to send DP a note about this item and the TC will decide 
        next week what to do about this item.

        12047 - EK: I haven't given this one much thought in the last few months.

        ACTION: MP to send email to EH to ask where it's holding. If it's not 
        close to ready, the TC will drop it from 1.2.

        12022 - EK: I haven't done anything on this item yet. Will do it in the 
        coming weeks.

        12042 - EK: Not sure what this one is about.
        None of the TC members on the call know what this item is about.
        Dropped from the 1.2 release.

        12043 - EK: I have not spent much time on it. It's not critical.
        MP: It's a pain. I've hit this one too.
        EK: I'll take a look at this tomorrow.

        12055 - RA: Should be marked as complete.

        12060 - MP: This is the ability to, for example, to pull something into 
        codeblock as a code listing... I have an action item on this one. I'll 
        get to it this week.

        12050A- JO: Michael and I were working on this one. It's in progress. 
        Affects image and object.
        MP will do it this week.

        12024 and 12040 - CK: Proposal is ready.
        CK will update the proposal to point to the DTDs and latest versions of 
        support documents and submit it to the TC for review.

        12038 - Almost ready

        12056 - SD: The SC has not started meeting yet, so the TC should not 
        expect this in the scope of 1.2.

        12041 - MP: Part of the 1.2 spec update. Scope is creating a new DTD 
        that integrates only the base module. Proposal is simple enough that we 
        don't need a formal proposal.



        DECISION by acclamation: Jeff nominated as an Editor for the 1.2 DITA spec.

    3.  ITEM: Review prepared proposals:

        1.  ITEM #12031 - Controlled Values (Hennum) (depends on keys)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00029.html

            Should not be on today's agenda.

        2.  ITEM: #12007 - Indirect reference/keyref proposal (Ogden et al.)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00053.html
            * Recent notes--this and earlier
              * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00075.html 

            MP: Not ready yet for TC discussion.
            JO: We've still got a few issues to work out.

            Revisit next week.

        3.  ITEM #12058 - Specialization for learning and training (Hunt)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00055.html

            DECISION to vote on this proposal next week.

        4.  ITEM #12021 - Nesting sections (Early)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00056.html
            * note list discussion on this

            DECISION to vote on this proposal next week.

        5.  ITEM: #12011 - Generic Task Type (Houser)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00005.html 

            Alan could not get in by Skype this week. Therefore revisit next week.

    4.  New ITEM: Request to initiate Enterprise Business Documents SC
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00002.html

        Michael introduced the goal of the SC.

        Michael also posted a larger, more detailed document in the TC documents 
        area.

        DECISION by acclamation to form the Enterprise Business Documents SC.

        ACTION: Don to notify Mary to initiate the formation of this SC.

--Out of time. Meeting adjourned.--

    5.  ITEM: URI Scheme for TC Subcommittees (Sirois)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00000.html
        * continued from last week



    6.  ITEM: Request approval of Translation SC paper:
        * Best Practice for Using the DITA Conref attribute for Translation
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00052.html

    7.  ITEM: Review of "Items for discussion" list in the Frontpage
        * How much flexibility for specializers?

4.  Announcements/Opens
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DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 13  November 2007,  8AM PST
Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Recorded by Shalini Komarla  <Shalini_Komarla@bmc.com>

Roll call 
 - We have quorum

Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00011.html (6 November 2007)    
- Approved by acclamation 

Business: 
1. ITEM: Proposals for Design Approval vote: 
ITEM #12058 - Specialization for learning and training (Hunt) 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00055.html 

http://markmail.org/
http://www.oasis-open.org/maillists/guidelines.php#searchingarchives
http://markmail.org/docs/faq.xqy#searchsyntax
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00019.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00028.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00021.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00021.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/maillist.html#00020
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/threads.html#00020
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00011.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00055.html
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 - Approved by acclamation. 
 - SC will continue to develop special procedures for processing into Q1 of next year.

ITEM #12021 - Nesting sections (Earley) 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00056.html 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00017.html (Earley response to CK) 
- Approved by acclamation. 
- Opportunity was offered to respond to Chris Kravogel's comments. There were no objections

2. ITEM: Review prepared proposals: 
ITEM: #12007 - Indirect reference/keyref proposal (Ogden et al.) 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00053.html 
Recent notes--this and earlier 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00075.html 
- This will be revisited next week. Need input from Michael and Jeff

ITEM: #12011 - Generic Task Type (Houser) 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00005.html 
- This will be revisited next week. Alan Houser was not available.

3. ITEM: URI Scheme for TC Subcommittees (Sirois) 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00000.html 
continued from last week 
NOTE: Include discussion of domain name isolation--naming best practice for SCs? 
- Procedural standards for TC. 
- Jeff Ogden's comments were discussed.
- Decision to revise the document with Jeff's comments and present it as a single document. 
- Revise the document to use "spec family" instead of "family" (family is too generic)
- Title to be broadened to include "URI Scheme for Specializers"
 

4. ITEM: Request approval of Translation SC paper: (Hold on this for expected update) 
Best Practice for Using the DITA Conref attribute for Translation 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00052.html 
- Hold on this for expected updates

5. New ITEMS: #12026 and #12047 
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00019.html (Erik Hennum) 
ITEM #12026 - Enhance the Glossary specialization (Warburton, Hennum, et al.) 
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26090/IssueGlossary12026.html 
ITEM #12047 - add convenience elements for composing maps that set attribute defaults (Hennum, 
Kimber, et al.) 
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26092/IssueMapConveniences12047.html       
- A walkthrough was provided by Erik on these 2 proposals. 
- These items will be added to the agenda for next week for discussion.
- Erik acknowledged Kara and Eliot's contribution to this proposal.

6. ITEM: Review of "Items for discussion" list in the Frontpage 
How much flexibility for specializers? 
- No items were discussed

8:50-8:55 Announcements/Opens 
- No announcements were made

8:55 Adjourn 
- Decision to meet next week to be based on quorum.

Follow-Ups:
RE: [dita] DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 13 November 2007

From: "Grosso, Paul" <pgrosso@ptc.com>

[Date Prev] | [Thread Prev] | [Thread Next] | [Date Next] -- [Date Index] | [Thread Index] | [List Home]

http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00056.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00017.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00053.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00075.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00005.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00000.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00052.html
http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00019.html
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26090/IssueGlossary12026.html
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26092/IssueMapConveniences12047.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00021.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00019.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00028.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00021.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00021.html
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/maillist.html#00020
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/threads.html#00020
https://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/
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Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

PENDING VOTES
-------------

The following items will be voted upon at the next TC meeting:

1.  #12026 - Enhance the Glossary specialization (Warburton, Hennum, et al.)
    * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26130/IssueGlossary12026.html

-------------

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 20 November 2007 at 08:00am PT for
60 minutes.

1.  Roll call

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00020.html (13 November 2007)
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00023.html (amendment)

    Accepted by acclamation.

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Proposals for Design Approval vote:

        None this week

    2.  ITEM: Review prepared proposals:

        1.  Check status of ITEM: #12007 - Indirect reference/keyref proposal (Ogden et al.)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00053.html
            * Most recent comments--this and earlier
              * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00075.html 

            Jeff not on call this week.
            Michael says it's in good shape.

            ACTION: MP to contact Jeff to set up phone call for next week.
          
            Revisit next week.

        2.  ITEM: #12011 - Generic Task Type (Houser)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00005.html
            * Most recent comment:
              * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00007.html (Houser) 



            Alan: I've been struggling on this one because the possible solutions 
            have ramifications. We'd need to change the content model for <task>, 
            which would result in migration issues. The other approach (the one 
            originally proposed) is to create another task type. I feel this 
            would breed confusion; the two info types would overlap. A third 
            approach is leveraging the new constraints mechanism to create a 
            more generic task and step model and allow constrainers to constrain 
            it. I have not thought this approach through yet and would appreciate 
            input from TC members about possible ramifications.

            EH is in favor of opening up task and then constraining it to get the 
            more constrained one.

            MP: There is a limit as to how much we can achieve via constraints. 
            For example, the use case to allow text directly in <step> would not 
            be supported via the constraints approach. If we relax <step> to 
            allow text, we'd loose all the info model on the base step and allow 
            any number or order of cmd, and other elements. We would be giving up 
            sequence and number control. Suggested <simplestep> (suggestions for 
            a better name are welcome) as an option to retain the current content 
            model and also provide a solution for the use cases.

            EH: The more general version could make available additional elements 
            that could be constrained away (e.g. simplestep).

            Discussion on how best to handle multiple steps; how best to preserve 
            the current content model structure.

            Summary: We're talking about expanding the existing task model and 
            then having a second DTD to constrain it back to the current task model.

            ACTION: AH to continue working on the proposal.

            Revisit next week.

        3.  Hennum comment on following updates:
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00028.html
            
            No major changes to either proposal.

            * ITEM #12026 - Enhance the Glossary specialization (Warburton, Hennum, et al.)
              * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26130/IssueGlossary12026.html (updated)

            DECISION to put this proposal to design approval vote next week.

            EH requested everyone to look over the proposal.

            * ITEM #12047 - add convenience elements for composing maps that set attribute defaults (Hennum, Kimber, et 
al.)
              * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26129/IssueMapConveniences12047.html 

            EH: The TC members are requested to review this item.

            ACTION: TC members are requested to comment on this proposal on-list.



            Revisit next week.

        4.  Updated ITEM #12035 - Generic collation element (Pickett)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00026.html

            MP reminded the TC that the proposal for a generic universal 
            collation element was deemed to be too extreme considering
            DITA does not support collation at this time. The TC had previously 
            asked DP to come back with a new proposal to split off topic 
            collation for DITA 1.2 and save the rest of her proposal for a later 
            DITA release.

            The TC is still waiting for a revised proposal from DP that meets the 
            requirements the TC requested (topic only for now). The current
            proposal covers the entire spectrum that was rejected by the TC for 
            DITA 1.2 scope.

            ACTION: Don to contact DP to enquire why the disposition and the 
            requirements document is not addressed in her proposal.

            Revisit after DP has responded to Don's request for clarification.

    3.  ITEM: Discussion on Controlled values, #collection-type enumerations and glossaries
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00024.html (Pickett)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00029.html (Hennum reply) 

        EH: DP wants to address the issue of identifying a list that's collatable. 
        Currently she is using @outputclass because she didn't want to specialize.

        The contrary perspective is it's more serious to make processing expectations
        extensible rather than making the core attributes extensible.

        DP wants to be able to extend the values in any enumeration.

        Discussion on how controlled values addresses this issue. e.g. glossary 
        part of speech should be an extensible enumeration. The Learning SC also 
        has a number or enumerations that should be handled that way. Also note 
        type (Machine Industry SC). DP would like to extend this to collection-type. 
        Or should we replace collection-type?

        CK clarified that we are not opening up note, we are just completing the 
        list of note types. We don't want to open it up (only to make the 
        available list of values to include all the ANSI values that are currently 
        missing).

        EH: If we agree to the keys and controlled values proposals, then the 
        question is how many or which enumerations do we bring in? Maybe all?

        MP suggested we should get a list of all enumerations so we can decide. 
        We're hitting scope creep; and how quickly can vendors cope with the 
        controlled values processing?

        Discussion on how much of a pain this would be for the tools (XML 



        editors). The TC noted we must get feedback from the tool vendors before 
        making a decision on how quickly to migrate enumerations into controlled 
        values.

        ACTION: EH to send a message to the list listing the enumerations and 
        soliciting vendor input.

    4.  ITEM: URI Scheme for TC Subcommittees (Sirois)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00000.html
        * Amended design patter, as requested last week:
          * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00032.html (Sirois) 
        * Is this ready for adoption/recommendation for specializers? How formal?

        Don: How do we communicate this as a best practice for adopters?

        EH clarified: The issue is how do SC specializations label their work as 
        work of the SC. It's not for non-OASIS specializers.

        Don: Is it a recommendation or design pattern for the SCs to use?

        Robin: For naming conventions, we've found that recommendation or 
        guidelines are best.

        DECISION: The TC accepted ES's guidelines for URI naming conventions of 
        contributed work.

--Out of time. Meeting adjourned.--

    5.  ITEM: Request approval of Translation SC paper: (Pass today for expected update)
        * Best Practice for Using the DITA Conref attribute for Translation 

    6.  ITEM: Review of "Items for discussion" list in the Frontpage
        * How much flexibility for specializers?

4.  Announcements/Opens
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Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Recorded by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

PENDING VOTES
-------------

The following items will be voted upon at the next TC meeting:

None.

-------------

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 27 November 2007 at 08:00am PT for
60 minutes.

1.  Roll call

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00043.html (20 Nov 2007)

    Accepted by acclamation.

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Proposals for Design Approval vote:

        1.  #12026 - Enhance the Glossary specialization (Warburton, Hennum, et al.)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26130/IssueGlossary12026.html
              * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00028.html (related update)

                DECISION: The TC accepted proposal 12026 by acclamation.

    2.  ITEM: Review prepared proposals:

        1.  Check status of ITEM: #12007 - Indirect reference/keyref proposal (Ogden et al.)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00053.html

            Jeff: We have another call for this Thursday. Issues with scope and 
            order (or lack thereof) of the key definitions. I hope we'll figure 
            this out on the next call.

            Revisit next week.

        2.  ITEM: #12011 - Generic Task Type (Houser)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00005.html
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00046.html (Houser update)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00044.html (Houser follow up)

            Alan: I sent a message to the list about an hour ago that wraps up 



            the discussions between the interested people. The message proposed 
            content models that could be restricted to match the current content 
            models. I listed each one with the use cases it solves or 
            requirements it meets. We need the reaction of other TC members to 
            the email.

            Alan walked the TC through the message.

            Eliot asked why <cmd> is optional.
            Alan: Some people have requested <step> without <cmd>.
            Michael: Since we don't have PCDATA, you can't remove <cmd> or <step>
            won't need to contain content.
            Alan: The way we address the less semantically rich content model is 
            by adding <ol> and <ul> (later option in message)

            The TC questioned the need for <itemgroup> and felt that <info> 
            should be useful for specializing.
            Alan will take <itemgroup> back to DP for further discussion offline.

            Gershon questioned the need for <discussion>. The TC discussed 
            possible use cases for it.
            Gershon felt we have <context> and therefore no need for <discussion>. 
            Michael suggested it would be a lead-in to the steps (and admitted 
            this is an old style issue)). IBM had a request for a "step-intro".
            
            It was mentioned that this would be useful when converting legacy 
            content.

            Discussion on whether we should allow multiple <steps> in a task.

            Discussion on the need to break a set of steps out (e.g. summarize 
            what you did in a tutorial) and marking this up with the current 
            content model.

            Michael: It's worth noting that we're having this discussion because
            the current task is too prescriptive, unlike the other base topic 
            types DITA provides. I see the point of having a loose basis from 
            which other users can specialize, but opening up the general task 
            model is an issue.

            Eliot: There's a missing layer of general content models that 
            underline the base content models. It's not practical to consider 
            the current base types to be used for authoring directly, even 
            though users do use it.

            Don asked to take this discussion back to the list. Don also 
            suggested creating a special interest group.

            People who want to be on the call should send Alan an email listing 
            their available times.

            ACTION: Alan to take this offline to a working group.

        3.  # ITEM #12047 - add convenience elements for composing maps that set attribute defaults (Hennum, Kimber, 



et al.)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26129/IssueMapConveniences12047.html
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00028.html (related update)

            Eric is not on the call, so move to next week.
            
        4.  # Updated ITEM #12035 - Generic collation element (Pickett)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00026.html
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00044.html (Pickett response to TC)

            The TC discussed whether to accept Deborah Pickett's suggestion to 
            put this item off for 1.2.

            Eliot questioned how users needing localization would survive in the 
            interim.

            Gershon and Don mentioned DP's response that says users can specialize 
            to create the content model defined by proposal #12035.

            Gershon suggested talking to DP since he's closer time-wise. Don 
            accepted the idea and requested Gershon asks the list for others who 
            may wish to participate.

            ACTION: Gershon to contact DP to arrange an off-line phone meeting
            and to notify others who may be interested in this proposal.

    3.  # ITEM: Discussion on Controlled values, #collection-type enumerations and glossaries
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00024.html (Pickett)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00029.html (Hennum reply)
        * any latest vendor input, per last week's request?

        ACTION: Gershon to remind Eric to send email to list requesting vendor 
        input.

    4.  New proposals from the Machine Industry SC:

        1.  # New ITEM: #12024 - Hazard Statement Domain
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26163/IssueNumber12024.html
        
        2.  New ITEM: #12039 - Note
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26164/IssueNumber12039.html 

            Chris: This proposal is part of proposal #12011. It's a separate 
            proposal here only because the Machine Industry SC worked on it 
            separately. #12011 covers this. This item could be of interest to 
            all, but 12024 is specific to the MI. I'd rather keep this a separate 
            proposal to limit the  scope of discussions on the proposals.

            This proposal is covered in #12011.

        3.  New ITEM: #12040 - Machine Industry Task type
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26165/IssueNumber12040.html

            Chris: This proposal is for domain specialization to align task 



            with S1000D, mainly in prereq parts. We could merge this with the 
            generic task-type proposal. Though this is a large proposal by itself.

            The TC members were asked to review #12024 and #12040 and submit 
            comments to the list.

--Out of time. Meeting adjourned.--

    5.  Ongoing: Review of "Items for discussion" list in the Frontpage
        * How much flexibility for specializers?

4.  Announcements/Opens



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 4 December 2007

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

PENDING VOTES
-------------

The following items will be voted upon at the next TC meeting:

None.

-------------

Global action items for Don:

* ACTION: Don to notify item owners that they have a week to close their 
  proposals.

* ACTION: Don to ask Eliot to submit this by next Monday.

* ACTION: Don to ask Eliot to submit proposal for 12043 by Monday; if not, 
  solicit input from the list on where <draft-comment> wanted and we'll update 
  the DTDs accordingly.

* ACTION: Don to notify the TC of 2-hour meeting next week.

* Put the following items on next week's agenda:
  * OASIS requirement to have at least 2 implementations of all parts of the 
    proposal (as per MP's email)

  * Current 1.2 schedule is way off -- need to revisit (per end of this week's
    meeting; raised by Jeff)

  [Gershon to Don: I think we should leave these two items off our agenda until 
  after next week's meeting; otherwise we won't get to the proposals again!]

-------------

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 4 December 2007 at 08:00am PT for
60 minutes.

1.  Roll call

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00052.html (27 Nov 2007)

    Accepted by acclamation.

2a  The chair requested we do a quick assessment of the open proposals to decide 
    whether to keep them in the 1.1 scope or not.



    #12007 - Indirect reference/keyref proposal
        Jeff: We're making progress. Michael was going to send out an email 
        to the list. One remaining issue. Hopefully a week away from a draft for 
        TC review. The TC agreed to keep this item in the 1.2 scope.

    #12011 - Generic Task Type
        Alan is not on the call.
        The chair is willing to give this item another week to try to home in on 
        a content model and proposal.

    #12047 - add convenience elements for composing maps that set attribute defaults
        Erik: Up for discussion today so it's in scope.

    12014 - Conref and conditional processing - preserve without resolving
        Michael submitted it today. This is the original proposal with added use 
        cases.

    12015 - Conref push instead of pull
        Michael to add some additional use cases. one to cover dynamic publishing.

    12031 - Controlled values / taxonomies
        Erik: There is a design proposal. Dependent on keyref proposal; until 
        keyref passes we can't move this one forward. As currently specified, 
        it's limited to selection attributes. Should also support specialized 
        data elements. So it's really pending the key proposal.
        
        ACTION: Erik to revise it to add data elements.

    12035 - Generic collation element
        Gershon: I have an Action Item [from last week] to contact DP. Expect to 
        talk to her this week. The idea is to drop this item off 1.1 provided we 
        can suggest an acceptable workaround for those users who need it.

        Michael clarified: We asked the collate element be available only on 
        topic, not everywhere. Deborah wanted it everywhere and use constraints 
        to take it out. She's technically right, but I'm nervous about the 
        impact. If the collate element is implemented as a domain, we're not
        creating a default structure that would be used directly the way topic 
        is used directly.
        ...
        If collate-as is implemented as a specialization of 
        <data>, then when we add that domain to the various topic and map type 
        DTDs, we can include the domain selectively.

        Erik: One question is whether the constraint would be created as part of 
        the standard set of DITA doctypes and be included in the standard map so 
        that by default users will only be able to use collation on topics.

        Michael confirmed that this is OK.

        Further discussion...

        TC consensus to stay with last week's decision to leave this item for 



        1.3 with a documented workaround as an interim solution.

    12022 - Make @role (and other enumerated attributes) unenumerated
        Waiting on Eliot to come back with the list of elements that have 
        enumerations.

        Don asked if we can get the list by Monday, could we discuss it next 
        week?

        Michael: We may find some elements where we decide we need the 
        enumeration and removing them would remove usability; then vendors 
        (editors) must implement enumerations so users don't suffer while the 
        vendors catch up.

        Don asked the TC if we believe we can scope it for 1.2?

        JoAnn felt this is a very important feature.
    
        Michael asked if anyone else is willing to put together the list.

        If there's no proposal submitted by next Monday we'll drop this item 
        from 1.2 scope.

        JoAnn asked if we know how many enumerations there are.

    12043 - Allow draft-comment in more places
        JoAnn really wants this.

        Michael: We need Eliot to do it. If he can't, we can at least add it 
        where we know users need it.

        Discussion on the fact that we can't add it everywhere, since by default 
        it gets styled wherever it's used.

        ACTION: Don to ask Eliot to submit by Monday or if not, we'll solicit 
        input from the list on where it's wanted and we'll update the DTDs 
        accordingly.

    12050a - Issues related to longdescref, scope, etc
        Michael committed to submitting by next week.

    12060 - Verbatim inclusion of text
        Michael committed to submitting by next week.

    12038 - Acronym proposal
        Gershon to complete the proposal.
        The TC agreed that if it's submitted by next Monday we'll discuss next 
        week.

    Michael suggested having a 2-hour meeting next week. Don agreed we should 
    try to do that.

    ACTION: Don to notify the TC of 2-hour meeting next week.



    Discussion on the OASIS requirement to have at least 2 implementations of 
    all parts of the proposal (as per MP's email)

    MP: We talked previously in context of SC submissions that we'd expect there 
    needs to be a separate implementation certification and criteria; that is 
    whether it's a separate specialization package. Once we're done splitting up 
    the spec into modules we'll need a separate certification for each module. 
    If we get into a situation where some modules are not certified, we'd have 
    to decide whether to ship the spec that's certified and keep the other
    modules in draft status until 1.3.

    Don was asked to determine at what point the implementations are required. 
    Suggestion is that implementations in place is a litmus test for us to use 
    them for specialization packages.

    Don: It's in the 3rd step, item b. It's at the very end of the process, when 
    it's submitted after the public vote.

    MP: We as a TC should want to get those certifications before we submit for 
    public vote.

    Out of time. Resume this discussion at start of next meeting.

    Jeff: I think the original schedule has become optimistic and we need to 
    revisit.
    Don said we should do that next meeting.

--Out of time. Meeting adjourned.--

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Proposals for Design Approval vote:

        1.  None

    2.  ITEM: Review prepared proposals:

        1.  Check status of ITEM: #12007 - Indirect reference/keyref proposal (Ogden et al.)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200710/msg00053.html

        2.  ITEM: #12011 - Generic Task Type (Houser)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00005.html
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00046.html (Houser follow up)

        3.  # ITEM #12047 - add convenience elements for composing maps that set attribute defaults (Hennum, Kimber, 
et al.)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26129/IssueMapConveniences12047.html
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00028.html (related update)

            
        4.  # Updated ITEM #12035 - Generic collation element (Pickett)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00026.html



            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00044.html (Pickett response to TC)

    3.  # ITEM: Discussion on Controlled values, #collection-type enumerations and glossaries
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00024.html (Pickett)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00029.html (Hennum reply)
        * any latest vendor input, per last week's request?

    4.  ITEM: #12024 - Hazard Statement Domain
        * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26163/IssueNumber12024.html

        

    5.  New ITEM: #12040 - Machine Industry Task type
        * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26165/IssueNumber12040.html

    6.  New ITEM: #12014 - Delayed conref resolution (Priestley)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00003.html

    8.  New ITEM: #12015 - Conref Push (Priestley)
        * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00005.html

    5.  Ongoing: Review of "Items for discussion" list in the Frontpage
        * How much flexibility for specializers?

4.  Announcements/Opens



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 11 December 2007

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com>

-------------
PENDING VOTES

The following items will be voted upon at the next TC meeting:

1. #12007 - Indirect reference/keyref proposal
   http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26365/IssueNumber1207v7a.html

2. #12031 - Discussion on Controlled values, #collection-type enumerations and glossaries
   http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26359/IssueControlledValues12031.html

3. #12047 - add convenience elements for composing maps that set attribute defaults
   http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26129/IssueMapConveniences12047.html

4. #12014 - Delayed conref resolution
   http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00003.html

5. #12015 - Conref Push
   http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00005.html

6. #12043 - allow draft-comment in more places
   http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26378/IssueNumber12043.html

7. #12050a - longdescref, scope, etc
   http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26373/IssueNumber12050a.html

8. #12060 - verbatim inclusion of text
   http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26374/IssueNumber12060.html
-------------

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 11 December 2007 at 08:00am PT for
120 minutes.

1.  Roll call

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00009.html (4 Dec 2007)

    Accepted by acclamation.

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Proposals for Design Approval vote:

        1.  None



    2.  ITEM: Review prepared proposals:

        1.  Check status of ITEM: #12011 - Generic Task Type (Houser)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00005.html
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00046.html (Houser follow up)

            Alan sent the revised content models to the list shortly before the 
            TC meeting started. Defer discussions to end of today's meeting.

            [Gershon: Don, remember to add this item to next meeting's agenda]

        2.  ITEM: #12007 - Indirect reference/keyref proposal (Ogden et al.)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26365/IssueNumber1207v7a.html

            Jeff: We posted the most recent draft of the proposal a few days ago.
            The idea is to allow map authors to be able to override references 
            or text in topics. In order to use this feature, authors must have 
            set up their topics using key references. Map authors define keys 
            (or key names) and associate it to a resource...

            Michael: It effectively lets you add an href almost everywhere, even 
            where the element does not have @href.

            Jeff mentioned other use cases documented in the proposal. The most 
            common use case is to override content in topics.

            DECISION: The TC accepted proposal #12007 for vote next meeting.

        3.  ITEM: #12031 - Discussion on Controlled values, #collection-type enumerations and glossaries
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26359/IssueControlledValues12031.html

            Don asked Erik whether we can consider this proposal now that the TC
            has accepted the keyref proposal for vote.

            Erik: I've changed the binding mechanism so that we can bind to 
            specific attributes and elements, instead of specific global 
            attributes. Also changed the declaration of the set of controlled 
            values to be a reference to a map instead of being defined in a 
            catalog. Other change was to add a labelling element subject to 
            a labeled groups of controlled values.
            The purpose of the proposal is to define an enumeration of values 
            but scale up to taxonomy etc. for users who need that.

            Erik clarified that this proposal has no dependency on the 
            enumerations proposal (#12022).

            Erik suggested we vote on this one after the keyref proposal has been 
            voted in as design-approved.

            The TC will consider this proposal for voting next week on condition
            the keyref proposal is voted in next week; if keyref is not voted in 
            next week, this proposal will be dropped from DITA 1.2.

            DECISION: The TC accepted proposal #12031 for vote next meeting, 



            provided the keyref proposal gets voted in.
            
        4.  ITEM #12047 - add convenience elements for composing maps that set attribute defaults (Hennum, Kimber, et 
al.)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26129/IssueMapConveniences12047.html
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200711/msg00028.html (related update)

            Erik: Basic notion is to add some conveniences for things you can do 
            with attributes within a map. Users are commonly aggregating maps, so 
            this part of the proposal is understood. The part that needs to be
            understood is the notion of a topic set, which works as follows:
            1) Define branch with topicset.
            2) Then reuse with topicsetref (pull mode).
               anchorref is push mode.
            This is similar to map aggregation, but more fine-grained for 
            assembling maps.

            DECISION: The TC accepted proposal #12047 for vote next meeting.

        5.  ITEM: #12014 - Delayed conref resolution (Priestley)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00003.html

            Michael: If you have a delivery format that allows for reuse of 
            fragments at display time, the way to communicate with that delivery 
            format will be resolved by user versus resolved by the display 
            architecture. Use case is Eclipse. Define sets of reuse 
            relationships that are resolved at display time instead of at 
            publishing/rendering time...
            Clarification: For this release, the proposal applies to topics, not 
            to maps (since we didn't consider circular relations).
            Discussion...

            The TC accepted proposal #12014 for vote next meeting.
            
        6.  ITEM: #12015 - Conref Push (Priestley)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00005.html

            Michael: If you have a common component that is reused across multiple
            deliverables and it has a common install path. Rather than having the 
            common install path list the installation steps for every single 
            component, if we let the other components say we're adding an install 
            step, then we push the common install step into the component. So 
            it's all managed by the other components, not the common component. 
            You don't need to rebuild the common component every time a new 
            component gets installed.
            Technical requirements: New attribute with 4 values to determine how 
            we pull or push...
            
            Discussion...
            
            ACTION: Erik to change @mark to @push-mark.

            The TC accepted proposal #12015 for vote next meeting, with changes
            marked as ACTION.



        7.  ITEM: #12022 - make @role (and other enumerated attributes) unenumerated
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00023.html (kimber contributions)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00028.html (ogden questions)

            Erik summarized the rationale for the proposal: It boils down to a 
            decision on which attributes to open up and which ones should not be 
            opened up. Eliot's email lists the enumerations that should be 
            handled via controlled values and listed @collection-type as an 
            open issue.

            Discussion...

            Don: There is still room for a more refined proposal. Suggested Eliot 
            convenes an off-line meeting to resolve issues and home in on a 
            proposal.

            Michael: It should not take much more discussion to close this off. 
            Suggested if we get a revised proposal towards the end of this week 
            we can still vote on it next week.

            The idea is to reduce the impact, and still remove the enumerations 
            that probably should never have been in the spec in the first place.

            ACTION: Eliot to have an offline meeting and drive to a revised 
            proposal by Friday. If that happens, we'll include this for vote 
            next meeting. if not we'll drop this proposal for 1.2.

        8.  ITEM: #12043 - allow draft-comment in more places
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26378/IssueNumber12043.html (proposal)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00026.html (ogden question)

            Robert: Added <draft-comment> to <body>, <shortdesc> and <conbody>.

            JoAnn: We feel it's important to have <draft-comment> in <title> 
            because there are often changes to titles. 

            Michael: If we do add it to <title>, would you expect it to show up 
            in the outputs?

            JoAnn: No.

            Paul suggested it's a style issue.

            Others felt it's a DITA behavior definition and not a style issue.

            Paul: Commenting on title is sort-of metadata. Perhaps that would be 
            a better approach in the future.

            JoAnn: Usually draft comments indicate to authors what we expect 
            them to do.

            The TC decided to keep Robert's proposal for DITA 1.2 scope and note 
            the need to consider <draft-comment> in <title> in DITA 1.3.



            The TC accepted proposal #12043 for vote next meeting.

        9.  ITEM: #12050a - longdescref, scope, etc
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26373/IssueNumber12050a.html (priestley)

            Michael: This lets you reference a longdesc with more than just the 
            @href, but get the full set of attributes to get a real full 
            reference behavior. Similar model to xref, but it does not contain 
            text. It's more a "go to here to get text".

            DECISION: The TC accepted proposal #12050a for vote next meeting.

        10. ITEM: #12060 - verbatim inclusion of text
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26374/IssueNumber12060.html (priestley)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00024.html (kimber question)

            Michael: Added a new element to the programming domain that lets you 
            populate <codeblock> with text from an external file. Modeled after 
            <xref>. Similar to <longdescref>.

            DECISION: The TC accepted proposal #12060 for vote next meeting.

        11. ITEM: #12038 - Acronym proposal
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26361/IssueNumbe12038.html
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00015.html (grosso)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00018.html (pickett)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00022.html (hennum)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00027.html (ogden)

            JoAnn: The original purpose is a mechanism to deal with conref of 
            acronyms and their expansion forms. The Translation SC has worked 
            for 6 months to come up with an effective proposal. Concern is the 
            potential misuse of conrefs in translation of acronyms, which is 
            carefully described in the proposal...
            Defining practice in both print and online output.
            Introduced surface form to allow acronym lists that can be accessed 
            to build terminology database for translation.

            Erik suggested merging this proposal with the glossary proposal. 
            Some discussion...

            Robert: By using <term> with @keyref to glossentry we can use the 
            expansion defined in the proposal and authors don't need the conref.

            Further discussion...

            ACTION: Gershon to take the following discussions to the list:
            * Need to expand how application identifies first occurrence of an
              acronym?
            * Check merging acronyms into glossary
            * Check using keyref instead of conref

            Running out of time. Michael suggested we pick up here next week and 



            vote on them the following week. The TC requested a 2-hour meeting
            next week in case we need it. Gershon mentioned he probably won't
            be able to make the second hour and we'll need a scribe to record
            the second hour's minutes.

--Out of time. Meeting adjourned.--

        12. ITEM: #12024 - Hazard Statement Domain
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26390/IssueNumber12024.html

        13. ITEM: #12040 - Machine Industry Task type
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26165/IssueNumber12040.html

    4.  Ongoing: Review of "Items for discussion" list in the Frontage
        * How much flexibility for specializers? 

        (per Gershon's suggestion, we'll discuss the 2-implementations rule next agenda)

4.  Announcements/Opens



DITA Technical Committee Meeting Minutes: 18 December 2007

Chaired by Don Day <dond@us.ibm.com>
Minutes by Gershon Joseph <gershon@tech-tav.com> (first hour)
and Alan Houser <arh@groupwellesley.com> (second hour)

-------------
PENDING VOTES

The following items will be voted upon at the next TC meeting:

1.  #12040 - Machine Industry Task type
    http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26574/IssueNumber12040-2.html

2.  #12024 - Hazard Statement Domain
    http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26390/IssueNumber12024.html

-------------

The DITA Technical Committee met on Tuesday, 18 December 2007 at 08:00am PT for
120 minutes.

1.  Roll call

    We have quorum.

2.  Approve minutes from previous business meeting: 
    * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00038.html (11 Dec 2007)

    Accepted by acclamation.

3.  Business:

    1.  ITEM: Proposals for Design Approval vote:

        1.  #12007 - Indirect reference/keyref proposal
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00057.html (Ogden on clarifications)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26493/IssueNumber1207v8b.html

            Proposal #12007 accepted as design-approved by acclamation

        2.  #12031 - Discussion on Controlled values, #collection-type enumerations and glossaries
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26359/IssueControlledValues12031.html

            Proposal #12031 accepted as design-approved by acclamation

        3.  #12047 - add convenience elements for composing maps that set attribute defaults
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26129/IssueMapConveniences12047.html

            Proposal #12047 accepted as design-approved by acclamation

        4.  #12014 - Delayed conref resolution
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00003.html



            Proposal #12014 accepted as design-approved by acclamation

        5.  #12015 - Conref Push
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00005.html

            Proposal #12015 accepted as design-approved by acclamation

        6.  #12043 - allow draft-comment in more places
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00052.html (Anderson reiteration on scope)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26378/IssueNumber12043.html

            Proposal #12043 accepted as design-approved by acclamation

        7.  #12050a - longdescref, scope, etc
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26373/IssueNumber12050a.html

            Proposal #12050a accepted as design-approved by acclamation

        8.  #12060 - verbatim inclusion of text
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26374/IssueNumber12060.html

            Proposal #12060 accepted as design-approved by acclamation

        9.  #12022 - make @role (and other enumerated attributes) unenumerated (move to vote based on input by Friday--
done)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00051.html (Kimber background on changes)
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26496/IssueUnenumerate12022.html (Kimber wrap-up)

            Proposal #12022 accepted as design-approved by acclamation

    2.  ITEM: Review prepared proposals:

        1.  Check status of ITEM: #12011 - Generic Task Type (Houser)
            * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00063.html (Houser wrap-up)

            Alan briefed the TC on the proposal. Desire for new generic task 
            specialization. After discussions, it was decided to use constraints 
            to implement the legacy task model. The latest proposal provides the 
            background for this as well as the content models for the new looser 
            <task> specialization.
            There will be two task DTDs; and implementers/adopters need to 
            decide which task to use (either the unconstrained task or the 
            constrained task).
            It was noted that (steps | steps-unordered | process) should be 
            optional to be consistent with the current <task> content model.

            Discussion on <section>'s name and content model. <steps> is 
            specialized off <ol> that does not include <section>, so we can't 
            legally have <section> here. MP suggested calling it <step-section>.

            Eliot objected specializing from <ol> to an element that is not 
            meant to have sequence numbering.



            MP: You'd get a numbered list in which some of the list items are 
            not executable list items, which is semantically correct.

            Eliot: I'll get different numbering results if I use
            <section> <step> <step>
            if I use the standard <ol> processing or specific steps processing.

            MP: It's just that we're not going to number every <li>.

            Discussion on formatting a specialized element differently than 
            the base element from which it was specialized.

            JoAnn requested the proposal includes examples of expected output 
            formatting.

            Eliot: By using section here, is the desire that it could take a 
            title?

            Alan agreed that <section> is too rich a content model. The TC felt 
            using the same content model as <li> would offer the content model 
            required for this use case.

            JoAnn: The reason for this proposal is to combine several proposals 
            (including that from the MI SC), viz. notes before <cmd>. However, 
            this proposal includes that change within this very loose content 
            model.

            MP suggested the constrained task should include the note before cmd, 
            since it's a feature that's often been required in the past.

            Content model for <step> added optional <note> before <cmd>.

            Alan: The idea is for <process> to support <ol> and <ul> as well as 
            paragraph level elements. I chose <section> because it supports 
            that. 

            MP: If you specialize off section, we can remove the title and it 
            can still contain the section block elements. If you need multiple 
            sections inside then you could specialize off the new sections 
            container.
            
            Following some discussion, it became clear that it probably makes 
            the most sense to specialize <process> off <section>. This also 
            avoids multiple levels of nesting.

            MP: I noticed we still have only one of the other elements either 
            side of <steps>.
            
            Gershon suggested making <prereq> and <postreq> one or more instead 
            of 0 or 1.

            Discussion on <section> before and after <step>, but since <steps> 
            is not required it won't validate. MP reluctant to introduce a 
            content model that's invalid XML.



            The TC decided to take this to the list; Alan Houser will provide
            updated proposal by 2 January 2007.

        2.  ITEM: #12040 - Machine Industry Task type
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26574/IssueNumber12040-2.html (updated today)

            Chris Kravogal: Design overview: Align prereq and postreq with 
            S1000D, keep all else as is now. New element prelreq a domain 
            specialization of prereq. closereq is specialization of postreq. 
            S1000D elements like "nativeboxnumber" were considered not usable 
            for DITA standard. Copying S1000D standard was a non-goal.

            Don Day -- Should this be merged with generic task type? 

            Consensus -- No. Should be separate domain specialization for this 
            set of use cases. 

            CK -- Need better, more general name than "Machine Industry Task 
            Type." Use cases are broader than just machine industry. 

            Michael Priestley -- Concur. Need a "good label" for the new
            specialization. This would be a follow-up activity, not part of the
            actual design. 

            Motion to bring proposal #12040 to vote at next meeting. Motion 
            approved by acclamation.

        3.  ITEM: #12024 - Hazard Statement Domain
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26390/IssueNumber12024.html

            Chris Kravogal: Bring DITA in line with ANSI Z535 and ISO 3864-2 
            standards.

            Add hazard statement domain -- specialization of note. 

            JoAnn Hackos -- Why the specified order of "consequence" and "how to
            avoid" elements?

            CK -- Order as defined in ANSI standard. Perhaps we should consider
            whether to provide a less rigid constraint on the order. 

            JH -- I would support this. Always put the type first. Leave 
            consequence and "how to avoid" unconstrained. 

            Robert Anderson -- If you leave the order unconstrained, you can't 
            require at least one "how to avoid".
            
            Consensus -- more flexibility is better than less. 

            RA -- Please change name of "symbol" to "hazardsymbol". High risk of 
            name conflicts if left as-is. 

            CK -- Agreed. 



            MP -- Symbol can be supplied by stylesheet if not defined, although
            author can specify. 

            RA -- Observation/request: Content models contain PCDATA and <ph>. 
            Should also contain keyword, term, and trademark. 

            CK -- Agreed.

            CK proposes 12024 to come to vote at next meeting. Carried by 
            acclamation.

        4.  ITEM: #12038 - Acronym proposal
            * http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/26484/IssueGlossary12026.html (Hennum wrap-up)

            1.  Merge of Acronym and Glossary proposals
                * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00056.html (Hennum)

            2.  Issue for Unifying Acronyms and Glossary
                * http://lists.oasis-open.org/archives/dita/200712/msg00061.html (Hennum)

            Deferred discussion until next meeting.

--Out of time. Meeting adjourned.--

    3.  Ongoing: Review of "Items for discussion" list in the Frontpage
        * How much flexibility for specializers?

    4.  Discuss the 2-implementations rule for specializations under revised Spec organization

4.  Announcements/Opens

    1.  Meeting schedule
        
        This is the last regular meeting for 2007. 
        Next TC meeting will be on January 8, 2008.

    2.  Second Life
    
        Chris Kravogal -- Next DITA meeting in Second Life on January 4.
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